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WASHINGTON — Sam Matheny is
NAB's new executive vice president and
chief technology officer. He came to the
broadcast lobby in July from Raleigh-
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N.C.-based Capitol Broadcasting, where he had been vice
president of policy and
innovation. He replaces
Kevin Gage. who left
NAB after three years
when his contract was
up in May.
Matheny has guided strategic investment decisions in new
media and secured
patents that enabled
distribution of broadcast
content via the Internet,
according to NAB; he also
engaged North Carolina state

officials in developing emergency services using the
ATSC Mobile Alert
System to enhance
the use of broadcast
airwaves in times of
crisis.
The 42-year-old
Matheny began his
broadcasting career
in radio. He holds
a B.S. in broadcast
communications from
East Carolina University and a M.S. in technology management from
(continued on page 10)
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Raise FM IBOC Power Further
Let's reevaluate higher digital levels to better replicate analog coverage

ICOMMENTARY

FCC early by letter that they were raising
digital power levels. The Audio Division
told me it has not received one interfer-

BY ALAN JUR1SON

ence complaint in accordance with its
resolution procedures, nor has the agency
had to order an FM off the air because of
digital interference to an analog station.

If iBiquity Digital's projections hold
true, 50 percent of vehicles sold in the
United States this year will include HD
Radio, and within a few short years,
vehicles with HD Radio will become the
norm. Our listeners are buying vehicles
with it every day. As time goes on, the
discrepancy between an FM station's
analog and digital coverage areas will
become more noticeable to your listeners, advertisers and sponsors.
Ifeel the radio industry is unprepared
for how inadequate FM digital coverage at
-14 dBc can be. It's time to reevaluate digital power level restrictions so that more
stations transmitting an FM HD Radio
signal can experience enhanced coverage.
FIELD DATA
Field observations and drive testing
involving elevated FM IBOC stations
have led me to this conclusion.
The FCC rules governing elevated
FM IBOC power levels have been in
effect for four years, long enough to add
to the industry's collective digital radio
knowledge base.
Back in 2002, when the agency
authorized IBOC transmission, the initial power level for the digital carriers
was 1 percent of the analog effective
radiated power level of the host station.
But at -20 dBc, many FM stations found
that their digital coverage couldn't replicate their analog coverage; this discrepancy especially affected car reception
on the fringes of astation's contour and
indoor environments.
The industry asked the commission
to authorize stations to raise their FM
IBOC power to 10 percent of the analog
power or -10 dBc. The commission in
2010 approved ablanket authorization of
-14 dBc for most stations, a procedure
for some facilities to increase from - 13
dBc to -10 dBc with aspecial engineering exhibit, and aspecific procedure for
grandfathered super-powered stations.
The commission reported 50 FM
licensees had increased digital power
between - 13 dBc and - 10 dBc as of Jan.
7. Ten super-powered stations had asked
for higher power authorization and five
or fewer broadcasters had asked for
permission to employ the digital power
increase asymmetrically.
Overall, at least 365 FMs are transmitting at some level of elevated IBOC
power, according to the commission.
There may be more, since the figure
doesn't include those who advised the

DRIVE TESTS

drive tests in New York City, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Detroit and other markets
of all sizes monitoring Clear Channel
Media + Entertainment stations for HD
data coverage in the past two years.
In New York City, we collected data
comparing digital power levels for five
signals during a single test: WLTW,
WWPR, WAXQ, WHTZ and WKTU.

Ilogged tens of thousands of miles in

(continued on page 6)
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NRSC's Impact Is Significant
Noting its ' coral' anniversary, the group continues to deal with key tech issues
Sometime soon, U.S. radio probably
will ask the FCC to allow AM stations
the option of using all-digital HD Radio.
This will be contentious; everything
about IBOC is. Yet allowing full digital has the potential to be exciting, not
only for the moribund AM HD Radio
franchise, but for AM broadcasters generally, who — despite challenges — are
sitting on spectrum that, if empty. might
be considered priceless in this era of
"limited bandwidth, infinite demand."
Expect the National Radio Systems
Committee again to be at the center of
industry discussion.
NRSC notes its 35th anniversary at
the Radio Show. It was formed in 1979
by the National Association of Broadcasters and the Consumer Electronics
Association, then called the Electronic
Industries Association, to investigate
and recommend improvements in AM
and FM transmission and reception.
The committee "brings together companies from two sides of the air chain,
from the transmit side and the receive
side, to make sure they work together
properly as time goes on," said Mike
Bergman. senior director of technology

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane

Members of the NRSC prepare to convene at the spring NAB Show.
and standards for CEA. Members work
for hardware manufacturers, consulting
engineers, tech developers, broadcasters
and others ( I've posted the list at http:II
tinyurl.comIrwnrsd. NAB and CEA
administer it, providing staff support.
Bergman's involvement predates his
CEA job; he was active for a decade
while with Kenwood, mostly as co-chair
of the digital radio subcommittee. His
NAB counterpart is David Layer. senior

director, advanced engineering, who has
been involved since 1995. Both mentioned the level of expertise in the group.
"They're just such high-caliber people,
to aperson:' Layer said. "They're smart
and well-informed. And for agroup of
technologists, they're incredibly business-savvy."
NRSC has no official role at the FCC,
but its opinion matters there, where
technical resources are limited. When a

bi-industry group agrees on atechnical
recommendation, FCC staff takes note.
Over 35 years, NRSC has published
five standards, dealing with AM preemphasis/deemphasis and broadcast audio
transmission bandwidth; emission limitations for AM broadcast transmission; the
radio broadcast data system; and in-band,
on-channel digital radio. They must be
renewed or retired on afive-year cycle.
The committee has had three chairmen: Wally Johnson, Charlie Morgan
and now Milford Smith, vice president
of radio engineering for Greater Media.
"I think right now the NRSC is as vital
and relevant as it has ever been. It has as
much or more going on than it ever has,"
Smitty said.
In addition to standards, he continued,
it publishes guidelines, "nuts and bolts"
descriptions that engineers can use when
launching. modifying and adding services, on nrsestandards.org.
I observed how readily NAB and
CEA work together at this level while
policy leaders sometimes are at logger(continued on page 8)
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News Roundup

dent and chief executive officer of
transmission products manufacturer
Nautel Ltd., replacing Peter Conlon,
who stepped down after eight years.
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company. REC Broadcast Services LLC,
afor-profit operation, will handle

20

requests from LPFM licensees, permittees and applicants for allocation
engineering consulting, application
preparation and filing services with

chaired the SBE Sustaining Member
Committee during the past year
and also SBE Chapter 86, encompassing Greenville and Spartanburg, S.C.
and Ashville, N.C. Elected to afourth

21

Conlon is new chief executive officer of LED Roadway Lighting Ltd.,
which, like Nautel, is headquartered
in Halifax, Nova Scotia Rodgers has
been with the compary for 29 years
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and has been on its board for 19
years, most recently as chairman;
Nautel characterizes him as a major
shareholder. He says Nautel has no
plans to change its " key strategy,
which is to listen to what our customers tell us and implement their best
ideas throughout our company." He
has led the Nautel User Group meetings at trade shows and plans to
attend the upcoming Radio Show.
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40
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Anderson: ICome in Peace

44

Readers Forum

44

An Outsiders Perspective

45

one-year term as secretary is
Leifer, director of engineering and IT
for Clear Channel South Florida. He's a

the FCC. REC LLC (
recfm.us) will also
handle sales, billing and collections

member of Chapter 53, South Florida
and has chaired the SBE Bylaws

for the services provided.

Committee for the past year. Andrea
Cummis has been elected treasurer

SBE: Joe Snelson has been elected
to asecond term as president of
the national Society of Broadcast
Engineers. The one-year term begins
Oct. 8. Snelson, vice president of engi-

for asecond term. The broadzast
consultant owns AC Video Solutions.
Cummis is a member of Chapter 15
in New York City and has chaired the
SBE Publications Committee.

You can't close your ears, so close your eyes and enjoy the music.

BIG: Orban, SCMS, Jampro,
DaySequerra, BW Broadcast and
StreamGuys have taken steps towards
eventually forming a mutually
owned company called the Broadcast
Industry Group or BIG. They say its
purpose of is to promote the consolidation of key manufacturers and service providers in the broadcast industry. The founding members are equal
owners and will be on the board of
directors of the planned new entity.
Their first priority is to share certain
sales, marketing and promotion functions. A larger, united presence will
be on display at trade shows, SBE
activities, local and state broadcast
group meetings and other broadcast
industry events. Whi.e the companies'
products may overlap in some areas,
they believe their offerings generally
are complimentary. Orban President/
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regional engineer
southeast and director of engineering
for Entercom Greenville LLC. He's
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term as vice president.
Massey is corporate

services provider REC Networks has
created a new engineering services
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may be one of the first new LPFMs to
go on the air from the 2013 applica-

of Chapter 128 in Las
Vegas. Society members also elected Jerry
Massey to asecond
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Radio Comes to a " Crossroads"

Line

In Hood River on June 30; it went on
the air in July. Broadcast engineer Jim
Keightley tells Radio World the station

tion window. It is using a Rivendell
automation system and Bext transmit-

56

Radio Show Exhibitor List

neering at Meredith
Corp., is a member

CEO Jay Brentlinger, who calls himself
the organizer rather than leader of
the group, says savings will especially
come into play for overseas sales.
LPFM: Low- power FM KAHG(LP), a
Spanish- language Christian station
on 99.9 MHz in Hood River, Ore., is
operational. The FCC okayed the call
letters in March and issued the license
to the River of Life Assembly Church
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FM HD POWER
(continued from page 3)
The hilly terrain of New Jersey is
one of the more challenging coverage
areas in the New York City metro. The
1-287 corridor is a major commuter
route, stretching from Mahwah through
Morristown and south to Bridgewater,
and only some 15-25 miles to the Empire
State Building. Analog FM reception on
this route can be noisy, with frequent
multipath and fading.
At —20 dBc, WHTZ is inadequate
in this corridor, and there are many
stretches where HD coverage is nonexistent, according to my drive tests. At
—14 dBc, WLTW showed improvement
in this corridor, however it still falls short
of replicating analog coverage.
We also tested digital performance
in Westchester County, in the northern portion of the New York metro.
only 25-35 miles from the Empire State
Building; this too, is considered " in market:' and analog FM is viable here. Some
of the businesses on White Plains Road
(NY- 119) between Tarrytown and White
Plains are car dealerships. Even with
stations at — 14 dBc, it's clear these dealerships cannot demonstrate an adequate
HD Radio signal to potential customers.
The digital stations at —20 dBc just do not
work here, and the ones at — 14 dBc have a
lot of dropouts. Yet, the analog FM signal
is very good here.
In the New Jersey and Westchester
testing, we performed multiple drive
tests, one with magnetic mount quarterwave antennas, and one with OEM inglass antennas, which have poorer reception in my experience. Since the publication of our findings earlier this year, I
have returned to the New Jersey corridor
with an OEM vehicle with no test equipment installed, and the — 14 dBc WLTW

Example of one of the test setups used to perform the HD Radio coverage measurements. Laptop is secured to the center console to monitor the four logging
receivers in real time during the drive. Additional aftermarket OEM receiver used
as well for comparison and its audio is routed through the vehicle auxiliary audio
input for listening in real time of HD service.

noteworthy and created improvements,
it always falls short of replicating astation's analog coverage.
Results submitted to the commission
by iBiquity Digital in 2007 and 2008
show that — 10 dBc is compatible in most
situations. Research in this area has lain
dormant for several years, and Isuggest
it's time we as an industry reevaluate
the rules and allow for more meaningful
power increases to — 10 dBc, with safeguards in place to mitigate any interference on acase-by-case basis.
We could use the detailed interference
resolution procedures the commission
outlined in its 2010 order, in paragraphs
27-29, or a mutually agreeable update
of them. Essentially, the order sets a
framework where the two licensees work
together to verify the interference and
reduce digital power if necessary, and if
that does not work there is aprocess to
involve the commission.
Time is of the essence as radio's
digital rollout progresses. Many complaints are logged by people regarding
the underperformance of their digital
radios. Those complaints and the dissatisfaction of listeners will only increase

performed similarly to the OEM in-glass
antenna data we previously published. It
is clear to me that — 14 dBc from Empire
is not enough in New York.
Shifting to Los Angeles, the second
largest metro in the U.S., stations operating with elevated digital power are
hard to find because most of the Class
B facilities are transmitting from Mount
Wilson and operating as grandfathered
super-powered stations. Many of these
stations don't qualify to operate at higher digital power levels and so they're
capped at —20 dBc.
In Los Angeles, Ifound many stations — like KBIG, KHHT. KOST and
KIIS — are underserved by stations run-

i:°

INEWSROUNDUP
SCBA: The Southern California Broadcasters Association wants to form a
group of engineers that can offer help to BMW to solve the issue of electric
motor noise affecting AM reception. As we've reported, tuners in the BMW
13 and i8 models lack AM tuning for that reason. NAB President/CEO Gordon
Smith wrote to BMW, asking the automaker to reconsider and offering help.
SCBA President Thom Callahan said his group is canvassing engineering
schools and soliciting engineering professors from USC, UCLA and the Jet
Propulsion Lab to serve as advisors to the ad-hoc group. Engineers willing to
help form the committee can contact Callahan at tcallahanescba.com.
K- PAUL: San Francisco's Candlestick Park was home to teams such as the
Giants and 49ers for decades starting in 1960; the venue was famous for its
wind and unpredictable weather. Candlestick Park was also the site of the
last large public concert of The Beatles, Aug. 29, 1966. The stadium is slated
for demolition; Sir Paul McCartney made alast appearance Aug. 14, almost
50 years to the day of that last Beatles concert. To celebrate, Cumulus Mediaowned KFOG(FM) called itself
K- PAUL that day, and aired backto-back McCartney tracks including Wings and solo works.

AKPAUL

Rear of the vehicle showing the four Audemat Navigator HD units used for data
coverage logging.
fling at —20 dBc. Ioften compare KIIS
and KBIG. While KBIG is operating at
—20 dBc, because of grandtàthering, its
analog (and thus digital power) is 9.1 dB
higher than that of KIIS.
The lower-powered KIIS does not adequately cover major freeways in Burbank.
The I-5, U.S. 101 or CA- 170 corridor has
significant HD dropouts. KBIG being 9.1
dB higher performs significantly better
here, although still falls short of replicating its analog coverage, as it still suffers
drop-outs on 1-5 in Burbank.
I've spent alot of time in the past two
years researching, mapping and studying digital FM stations in many markets
and configurations. Ibelieve that, while
the increase from —20 dBc to — 14 dBc is

as millions of additional digital radios
are sold each year.
Comment on this or any story. Write
to radioworldenbmedia.com.
This article is based in part on
a paper presented at the NAB2014
Broadcast Engineering Conference; the
full technical white paper is in the
conference proceedings. This article
also contains new information based
on testing conducted after the show, not
previously published.
Alan Jurison, CSRE, CBNE , AMD and
DRB, is asenior operations engineer for
Clear Channel Media + Entertainment's
Engineering and Systems Integration
Group. His opinions are not necessarily
those of Clear Channel or Radio World.
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NRSC
(continued from page 4)
heads. Organizations may dispute certain
issues like spectrum repacking; but "on
NRSC we always seem to get along
just fine," Layer said. Bergman agreed:
"We've been cooperating on broadcasting for more than 35 years. CEA was
founded some 90 years ago as a radio
standards organization; we have deep,
deep roots in radio. The conflict areas
make headlines [but] the cooperation is
happening on aregular basis."
(If you wonder whether members
really get along, you'll have to attend.
We in trade media are excluded from its
meetings. This policy should be overturned, at least for meetings that involve
final votes, which should be on the
record. But the question of press access
has been explored here.)
So what next? Look for the RBDS
Subcommittee to expand its guideline
for creation and distribution of audio
metadata. "Syndicated radio programs
don't usually provide metadata to the
broadcasters, so we're interested in trying to facilitate distribution:' Layer said.
RDS/RBDS may not seem sexy but
Smitty thinks RDS, "this little, narrow,
low-bitrate data service:' is a perfect
example of why NRSC matters. "With
all that's gone on with traffic, title/artist,

NEWS
EAS — the reason those things are possible is because of standardization. Everyone knows how it works — that if you do
'this' on one end, 'this' is what will come
out the other end. It's one reason RDS has
become such avaluable tool."
The NRSC continues to explore FM
stereo single-sideband suppressed carrier modulation for stereo audio generation, in conjunction with NPR Labs.
Its AM and FM Analog Broadcasting

of stations. Once that wraps up, it's
reasonable to expect that NRSC will
start an evaluation process. Says Layer,
"There's no definite timeline; but that's
what we did before."
Presumably the FCC would then look
to the NRSC for a report. Smitty said,
"It's unlikely the commission would
routinely authorize something like alldigital AM without that evaluation."
Another area NRSC could explore

Smitty thinks RDS, "
this little, narrow, low-bitrate
data service," is aperfect example of why NRSC matters.
411111111—maie
Subcommittee meanwhile is looking to
update guidelines for AM modulationdependent carrier level control systems.
"We would like to include more information about the use of MDCL with
hybrid IBOC; we're hoping to do some
IBOC compatibility testing later this
year," Layer said. A current FCC proposal would allow stations to use MDCL
without prior authorization.
But digital radio surely will remain
the topic that generates the most attention and heat. NAB Labs has been leading tests of all-digital AM at ahandful

fruitfully is how radio content displays
on mobile devices. Cellphones have their
own peculiarities in display and reception, Bergman pointed out. Increasingly,
audio content of one form or another is
consumed and controlled through that
interface; the interface matters more to
radio now. Meanwhile readers are well
aware of the importance of the dashboard interface to radio, and Iwonder
if NRSC might someday take a higher
profile there.
Meantime, Bergman urged readers
to visit the site "to make sure you are
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up to date on what the best engineers in
radio today recommend you should be
doing with your signal." Layer encouraged engineers to become familiar with
its document repository and said NRSC
members can access resources via a
helpful Kavi software platform. Smitty
said the group wants more volunteers,
particularly with a number of veterans
having retired. One need not go to trade
shows; important work is done at subgroup levels, usually by teleconference.
Iasked Bergman, who also deals with
standards such as Ultra HD and IPv6,
whether the NRSC has been effective.
"Absolutely:' he replied, and pointed
to — gasp — HD Radio. "The NRSC
played arole in getting this approved at
atime when radio was looking for solutions, ways to maintain competitiveness,
enhance itself and launch new features.
You can't drive through a major city
today without seeing abillboard talking
about their HD2 channels."
But he said standards can only do
so much. Tech developers, inventors,
retailers, carriers and receiver/transmitter manufacturers must cooperate on a
broader scale to ensure success. Meantime it's wise to remember what NRSC
does not try to do with technical matters.
As Smitty put it: "Whether it's agood
idea isn't our job. It's our job to say yay
or nay about the viability."
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MATHENY
(continued from page 1)

North Carolina State University. Matheny
is also alicensed private pilot and certified scuba dive master.
He and his wife Tamara and their
teenage sons Ty and Liam had just
moved to the Washington area from their
home in ZebuIon, N.C., when he spoke
with Radio World News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson for
this story in advance of the Radio Show
convention in Indianapolis. This was
Matheny's first interview with a radio
trade publication since joining NAB.
RW: You've been on the job for afew
weeks now. How is it going?
Matheny: I've been really impressed
with the team here. They are very smart
and engaged; and for me, everybody's
been so supportive and welcoming. So
that aspect of it has been really great.
I'm just really getting to a point
where I'm starting to engage with our
members and that's one of the reasons
I'm really excited about the Radio Show.
RW: Are there any short- or long-term
goals that you can discuss?
Matheny: I'm still in learning mode.
I'm applying the "two ears, one mouth"
ratio, and I'm asking qtie1 ions and try-

NEWS
ing to listen alot.
A broad goal is really to make sure
that we're able to support our members
from atechnical standpoint in the best
way possible. Now, how to accomplish
that; that's something I've got to listen
and learn about.

RW: How are the all-digital AM tests
coming along, and do you have anything to share about that?
Matheny: What Ican say is it's pretty
extensive. It's been going well, and in
addition to the lab testing, we're also
doing field testing. Thus far, seven stations have been tested in the field; we've
got another one lined up later this fall.
As you can imagine, with the lab testing and all of those field tests, there's
going to be alot of data to be analyzed.
If folks really want to get the latest information, the Radio Show is going to have
a session on all-digital AM. [
Ed. note:
The session is Sept. 10 at 2:30 p.m.]

RW: Are radio members discussing
any particular challenges that come
to mind?
Matheny: I'm just now starting to engage,
so I'll answer that question alittle differently. When Iwas at Capitol Broadcasting,
we owned several radio stations; and
things we were focused on were the adoption of HD Radio and FM receivers in
cellphones. From my time there, Iknow
that those were some key issues; but Ireally need to engage at amuch broader level.

RW: Speaking of AM, has there been
a response from BMW to NAB's letter
regarding its decision to drop AM from
receivers in their i3 and i8 vehicles?
Matheny: Not yet.

RW: Cavell & Mertz were building atest
bed to be housed at NAB. One purpose
was to get lab data in order to back up
drive data from the all-digital AM HD
Radio testing. How is the test lab coming along?
Matheny: The test lab is up and running. As you mention, we're working
with the Cavell group and our Radio
Technology Committee on test plans and
gathering data. If it follows plan, the lab
testing should be complete by the end of
this year.

RW: In the letter, NAB says it would be
happy to work with BMW on the issue
on its concerns about the electric motor
interfering with AM reception. Would
you have an idea of what that would
entail? Will you put engineers on it?
And have you been working with other
automakers, because, for example,
Ford and Toyota have electric cars ...
Matheny: And Nissan does as well. We
would love to engage ‘‘ ith BMW and
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understand what the issues are. Because
these other manufacturers have been
able to address any concerns.
There's multiple ways to suppress
conductive interference. We're not really
sure what issues specifically BMW is
having, but it's certainly something that
... other folks have been able to overcome.
[In] alarger perspective, [Iwould] just
kind of look at it and say, "Okay, in San
Francisco, the number one and number
two stations — I'm guessing BMW sells
a number of cars in that market — the
number one and number two stations are
both AM. [
Ed.: AM stations KCBS and
KNBR were one and two in that market
as of July, according to Nielsen Portable
People Meter data.] And if you look at
Chicago, Atlanta, Boston, New York,
Philadelphia there are heavily, heavily
listened to stations — all the top five or
top 10 stations there ... and they're all
AM. So it's alittle baffling to me.
RW: You had mentioned that at Capitol,
you were involved in the effort to get
FM chips enabled in cellphones. Please
tell me more.
Matheny: We applauded the NextRadio
app and the effort that was put there
and the application itself, and making
sure that we were participating actively.
(continued on page 12)
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MATHENY
(continued from page 10)

That's really it, working with TagStation
and doing our part with our stations to
have agreat user experience.
RW: So you were doing interconnectivity, going beyond the free icon...
Matheny: What we didn't want to have
happen was folks just [having] the tuner
icon. We started with that, and we're
adding the interactivity.

b

This is the NAB Labs' radio test bed. The left rack includes analog
id digital audio distribution hardware, audio processor, modulation
monitors and test bed computer. At right are RF hardware, including
an HD Radio exporter and two HD Radio exciters, a programmable
RF attenuator, aprogrammable RF switch, aspectrum analyzer and
four receivers under test. Another exporter and exciter are planned.

1
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RW: Is NAB Labs still involved in
NextRadio?
Matheny: That's one of the things we're
excited about, and we're very supportive
of NextRadio in terms of what they're
doing in development on cellphones.
Specifically, we've been backing their
development, and that's something that
we're working closely with Emmis and
other folks to keep developing. We're big
advocates of it.
RW: So providing testing help, things
like that?
Matheny: Providing financial support.
We helped with development of some of
the core functionality. We also helped
finance some of the research around it
too, with Coleman Research.
RW: They're trying to move beyond the
phone to an in-dash solution. Is NAB
Labs' money helping to support that too?
Matheny: Absolutely. We are fully supportive of NextRadio's efforts, both on
cellphones and on dashboards.
RW: You're familiar with radio. What
do you see as radio's greatest technical
challenges right now?
Matheny: My first job in broadcasting was for WETC 540 AM, a 10,000watt station in the Knightdale, Wendell,
Zebulon area of North Carolina ... some
20 miles east of Raleigh. Lew Parrish was
the owner. It was asouthern gospel and
classic country station. Iwould go in on
weekends and do everything from power
the station on — I'd turn on the transmitter — to disk jockey to cart machine,
production, answering the phones ... so
I've worked with radio for awhile.
My first job with Capitol Broadcasting
was in their radio group. Iwas building
websites for the North Carolina News
Network, the Southern Farm Network as
well as their Winston Cup Today Racing Network and other sports networks.
Ireally enjoyed working in radio in all
those capacities.
Looking at today, Ireflected a little
bit back on what our focus was at Capitol, but Ithink that continuing to work
on the FM chips is something that we
are going to need to do. Other than that,
I'm still in learning mode. I'm going to
be talking to alot of the industry players

and seeing where NAB can help from
a technology perspective and combine
that with my background to set acourse.
RW: And turning on the transmitter in
the morning ... that's hard to get up that
early. Was that an AM daytimer?
Matheny: Yes it was. Ihad to be on
the air at 6 in the morning and Iran
the board and did all the stuff after I
powered on the station until noon. At
that time, the station was leasing its time
to Hispanic broadcasters. Sometimes if
they were running a little late I'd have
to do the Hispanic sign-on as well, so I
learned to do that.
RW: You have abackground that involves
experience with EAS both in North
Carolina and being on the FCC advisory committee, the Communications
Security, Reliability and Interoperability
Council. What are your thoughts as to
how radio alerting can be improved?
Matheny: Radio is an incredibly important part of emergency alerting in the
U.S. and around the world, and Ithink
the more places radio can be received,
the better we will be in times of disaster
and emergency. That rolls back into FM
receivers in cellphones. If you look at
the capability of cellphones today, the
alerting that you're able to get through
aWEA alert is 90 characters of text. It
usually says something to the degree of

"check local media" ...
The more cellphones that are enabled
with FM tuners, the more you're going
to be able to have direct access to local
media, with abetter battery performance
and without taxing the cell network
infrastructure. We're working with the
FCC and our members to make sure
alerting by radio is optimized to the
full extent that it can be and ... very
proud and serious about the role as first
informers.
RW: RDS is experiencing more interest
among broadcasters. What are your
thoughts about how that can fit into
alerting, or about how RDS can be
used to get people's attention in the
dashboard in general? Did you ever do
anything with RDS at your stations?
Matheny: We did. ... When you ask
about more engagement and more experience, that's where Ineed to talk with
folks; but Ithink that anytime you can
improve the in-car experience, there's
agreat opportunity. It's something that
all stations should be thinking about
and executing on. RDS is, Ithink, one
way to do that; and as these cars get
smarter and smarter, with more compelling user experiences, there's going to
be opportunities, not just for RDS, but
for even more compelling experiences
that are akin to what's happening in the
NextRadio app.

RW: Is there anything else I should
have asked you?
Matheny: You did not ask me about
college football.
RW: Who do you support?
Matheny: I very much support the
East Carolina University Pirates. Iam
aPirate from ECU. We went 10 and 3
last year. We're joining the American
Conference, and we're hoping we might
be able to pull off an upset in one of
these first few games.
RW: Are you the same, the Pirates, for
college hoops too?
Matheny: Iam. but we're not as developed there.
RW: That's okay, lwas afraid you were
going to say N.C. State. And no, sorry,
we can't have that!
Matheny: Iam actually an ABC, which
is "Anybody But Carolina" because I
did go to N.C. State, and Ido cheer for
the Wolfpack, but my wife Tamara is
from Durham, and so I'm also a Duke
fan.
Leslie Stimson is Radio World news
editor, Washington bureau chief and a
Maryland Terrapin.
Comment on this or any story. Write
to radioworldenbmedia.com with "Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
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Radio Comes to a "Crossroads"
"Hybrid" radio, dashboard trends and
all-digital AM testing are among topics
They call Indiana the "crossroads of
America." But radio always seems to be
at acrossroads lately; so it's appropriate
that the Radio Show will be held there
this year.
The show is co-produced by NAB
and RAB. The event takes place Sept.
10-12 in Indianapolis Some 2,400 people attended in 2013.
Here's arundown of notable sessions
and events as picked by Radio World's
editorial staff; see raclioshowweb.com
for afull list.
(Quick, can you name the cities that
hosted the five previous fall Radio
Shows? Answer is at the end.)

Opening Session and Keynote — Advertising consultant Bob Hoffman is featured. He's the author of a book " 101
Contrarian Ideas About Advertising" and
writes "The Ad Contrarian" blog. Show
organizers say he'll talk
about "the gulf between
what we are being told by
'experts' and the reality
of advertising and media
today, with specific focus
on broadcast radio," in a
speech titled "The Golden
Age of BS." RAB President/CEO Erica Farber
and NAB President/CEO
Gordon Smith also will
speak. — Wednesday,
Sept. 10, 3:45 p.m.
SUPER SESSIONS
"From the Control Room
to the Board Room" —
If U.S. commercial radio
had to name its biggest
management star these
— —

days, it would probably be Bob Pittman,
chairman/CEO of Clear Channel. But
Dan Mason is no slouch either, as president/CEO of CBS Radio. Those two get
their own super session at the Radio
Show. "Before becoming top media and
entertainment leaders, they began their
careers behind a radio microphone,"
planners say; this session traces their
career paths and visions for media's
future. — Thursday, Sept. II, 9:15 a.m.
"Hybrid Radio: What's In It for You"
— The term hybrid radio refers here to
enhancing the broadcast product with
interactivity and visuals such as ad

graphics, via services such as the new
NextRadio platform. Supporters see this
as a path to more revenue and listenership, as well as away for radio to hold up
its head in deepening digital waters. Panelists will represent
Emmis Communications, backer of NextRadio; Big Machine
Label Group; Hubbard
Radio;
and
Sprint Corp., which
has introduced some
phones
with
FM
reception and NextRadio. — Sept. 11, 11
a.m.-12:15 p.m.

How can broadcasters
benefit from hybrid radio?
Ginny Morris, chairman/CEO
of Hubbard Radio Group, is
among panelists seeking to
answer that question in a
super session.

"Executive Future"
— Dan Harris of
ABC News interviews Alan Mulally,
who is a Google
board member and
(more to the point)
former CEO of Ford

Motor Co. They'll talk about radio, the
automotive sector and tech trends. Harris also will lead a "meditation talk"
and sign copies of his self-help book. —
Sept. 11, 3-4 p.m.
TECH SESSIONS
"ITfor Radio Engineers: Understanding
IP Networking Routing and Switching
Tutorial" — It's atopic of great interest
and impact for techies. Veteran engineer
and educator Wayne Pecena, director of
engineering for Texas A&M University,
will explain IP networking technology,
fundamentals of Ethernet switching, IP
routing, building asegmented IP network
and more. — Sept. 10,9 a.m.-2:15 p.m.
"All-Digital on the AM Band — Testing
for the Future" — In the not-too-distant
future, the radio industry may ask the
FCC to allow AM stations to broadcast
in all-digital. The tech work being done
on that front right now is laying the

IF YOU GO
When: Sept. 10-12
Where: Indiana Convention
Center, Indianapolis
How: www.radioshowweb.com
How Much: $4954995 depending
on membership status and packages; see website

RADII-10W
Produced by RAB and NAB

Participants of asession on emergency planning listen raptly in 2013.
Session themes this year include hybrid radio, mobile revenue, all- digital
AM and radio creativity.
groundwork. NAB Labs has been doing
field and lab tests; this session will show
the types of stations used in the program
and the resulting coverage. Ben Downs,
the VP/GM of Bryan Broadcasting
Corp. and a vocal proponent of AM
improvement, moderates a panel that
includes Greg Borgen of WDGY(AM);
David Layer of NAB; Andrew Skotdal of KRKO(AM)/KKXA(AM); and
Glynn Walden of CBS Radio. " We
will look at the interference concerns,
receiver performance issues and propa-

gation effects," the organizers say. —
Sept. 10, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
NRSC Meeting — The National Radio
Systems Committee convenes, and notes
its 35th anniversary. See page 4for more.
— Sept. 11, 8:30-10:45 a.m.
SBE Certification Exams — The Society of Broadcast Engineers administers
tests to those who applied by Aug. 22.
Visit www.sbe.org for info about future
(continued on page 16)
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RADIO SHOW
(continued from page 14)
certification exams. — Sept. 11, 2-5 p.m.
"Designing, Maintaining and Monitoring Reliable IP Audio Broadcast Facilities" — Jake Robinson has designed
several AoIP-based large-market broadcast facilities and will discuss how to
implement IP audio. He is director of
engineering and IT for Emmis Indianapolis, which includes four FMs, one
AM and astate satellite news and audio
distribution network. He's amember of
the NAB Radio Technology Committee
and the Audio Engineering Society, and
is chairman of SBE Chapter 25.
Sept. 12, 9-10:15 a.m.

Advertising "contrarian" Bob Hoffman
will give akeynote titled " The Golden
Age of BS," promising to "address the
gulf between what we are being told
by experts' and the reality of advertising and media today," with afocus on
radio.

"15 Tech Ideas that Help the Bottom
Line: A Radio Technology Panel of
Experts" — Chriss Scherer moderates
a panel with three veteran engineers.
See our story, page 20. — Sept. 12,
10:30-11:45 a.m.
AMANAGEMENT SAMPLER
"Operating a Succes.sful Radio Station in 2014" — The entire convention
revolves around that theme; but this particular session features GMs of growing
stations, talking about how managers
can create growth, keep staff "activated,
dedicated and engaged" while handling
multiple jobs, and run the station as

AA

41;

Produced by RAB end HAS

efficiently as possible.
Participants work for
Hubbard Radio, Univision Radio, Alpha
Media and West Virginia Radio Corp. —
Sept. 10, 9-10 a.m.
"Growing Your Mobile
Audience" — Everyone
tells you that your station
needs to be more active
on the mobile platform.
But what exactly does
that mean, and how do
you engage those consumers? Dale Thornhill of Commonwealth
Broadcasting moderates
a session that features
speakers from Hitch
Radio and Commotion.
— Sept. 10, 10:15-11:15
a.m.

Kurt " Big Boy" Alexander
is host of " Big Boy's
Neighborhood" on Power
106 FM Los Angeles. He's
among several returning
Marconi hosts who will
emcee at the event.

"It Starts at the Top: Reinvigorating Station Creativity" — Planners engaged in
creativity of their own when putting this
panel together. They issued achallenge
asking contestants to submit ideas about
incorporating creativity into on-air and
online content. Winners won show registration and a $ 1,000 travel stipend
courtesy of Salem Communications,
and were invited to participate on the
panel. Winners are Kelly Jarvis, digital
director, WRBW(FM) Baltimore; Jason
Skaggs, production director, WGN(AM)
Chicago; and Rick Balis, program director, KSHE(FM)/KIHT(FM) St. Louis.
— Sept. 10, 10:15-11:15 a.m.

Al Kenyon of FEMA IPAWS catches up with Larry Walke of
NAB in 2013,

goal is to match high-quality candidates
to potential employers from major broadcasting companies," they say, noting that
participating companies can receive
Equal Employment Opportunity credit
from the Federal Communications Commission. — Sept. 9, 1-5 p.m.
Leadership Breakfast "Capitalizing on
Radio's Potential" — Do you want to
talk about radio's financial situation.

Singer/songwriter Hunter Hayes will
perform. (To scroll through fun photos
from 25 years of Marconis, visit www.
nab.org12014Marconislgallery.asp.) —
Sept. 11, 6-9 p.m.
Radio Luncheon — NAB President/
CEO Gordon Smith talks with FCC
Commissioner Ajit Pai "about communications policy and how it affects free,
local radio broadcasting." Pai has shown

"The Magic: Radio's Storytellers" —
This one is all about the on-air talent. Bob Kevoian, Tom Griswold, Clark
Howard and Scott Shannon will gab
about how they got started in the biz and
how they connect to people. — Sept. 10,
2:30-3:30 p.m.
SPECIAL EVENTS
Career Networking Event — Early arrivals can look for jobs and recruiters can
seek job candidates at this Tuesday afternoon event put on by the NAB Education Foundation in partnership with the
Broadcast Education Association. "Our

David Hoxeng, owner of ACX Communications. and Tieline's John Lackness
discussed contribution codec technologies at last year's show,

equity and debt financing for acquisitions and how digital resources can
translate to the bottom line? This one's
for you. Lew Paper of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman moderates, with
high-profile panelists Lew Dickey, Dean
Goodman, Jeff Smulyan, Jose Valle and
Marci Ryvicker. — Sept. 11,7:15-9 a.m.

STUDIO WARNING LIGHTS
BROADCAST CONSOLES

SANDIES
214-547-2570
WWW.SANDIESUSA.COM
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NAB Marconi Radio Awards 25th Anniversary Dinner & Show — Stations and
individuals are honored for their excellence and performance in 21 categories.

avocal interest in radio issues, including
the future of AM. The luncheon will
also honor Bud Walters, founder and
president of The Cromwell Group, who
will receive the 2014 National Radio
Award for leadership in the industry.
— Sept. 12, Noon— I:30 p.m.
Answer to the question at the beginning: The recent Radio Shows have
been held in Philadelphia (2009),
Washington (2010), Chicago (2011),
Dallas (2012), Orlando (2013).
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HD GRADE LNB AMPLIFIERS ARE NEEDED

AND SAT IDENTIFIER

FOR NEW SAT CHANNELS

Our TURBO- 52 meter makes satellite antenna
aiming fast and easy. Now you can perfectly
peak all your dishes, to achieve maximum
perfoimance and reliable reception of " finicky"
new digital channels. The unit powers the
LNB for convenient work at the dish site. The
TURBO- 52 shows the name of each satellite,
plus displays key signal quality specs for all

HIGH GAIN 4.2 METER SATELLITE ANTENNA
In stationary or motorized configuration

Several networks have made the switch to DAVVNco's new " Lseries" of C
and Ku band LNB amplifiers, to accommodate the " finicky" nature of new HD
satellite receivers. This new generation of
LNB has improved specs that can make areal
difference in the reception of high- definition
and 8PSK satellite channels. These new LNBs
feature best-in-industry specs for " 1dB gain
compression point" and " phase noise." Internal
circuitry has been completely redesigned for
reduced power draw, so that indoor receivers
and power supplies will never be overtaxed. In
order to prevent video picture tiling and signal
outages, when outdoor temperatures fluctuate,
DAWNco's best LNBs feature a highly stable
+/- 2 Khz rating. Make sure to upgrade to the
new DAWNco " Lseries" LNBs, and watch for
improved EbNo readings on your digital satellite receivers.

Bigger is better, when you consider sate' ite antennas
for optimum MPEG4 satellite channel reception.
The 4.2m is the largest
and highest gain dish
that still mounts on a
single pipe. The unique
aluminum reflector can be
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special factory truck, for
fast installation, or in an
8- petal configuration for
easy-carry to arooftop
location. Call DAWNco for
help choosing the most
cost effective satellite
antenna to improve your
satellite reception.
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•
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•
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•

MPEG2/MPEG4/DVBS/DVBS2POPSK/8PSK
channels. Adjust to perfection when viewing
readouts for carrier-to- noise (C/N), signal quality
(EbNo), and Bit Error Rate ( BER). This USA- built
unit comes with English speaking tech support,
and our customers widely praise the unit for its
features and reliability.

ai
te.

•

SURGE SUPPRESSOR FOR LIGHTING
NEAR SATELLITE ANTENNA
Place " LNB-Zap-Stop" in the coaxial cable line that
runs from the dish, to the satellite receivers. Think
of it as an " insurance policy" to protect expensive
indoor equipment from lightning hits. Transient

•
„
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1 e gel*

l
e
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Suppressing Diode technology works to block high
vollage lightning surges. The lightning protection
units can take multiple hits, with no need for
reseting or replacing.

You'll fin
our prices
reasonable,%
our reasoning
priceless. int
•

CHOOSE THE BEST
LNB SIGNAL CABLE
On long satellite signal cable runs, avoid using
"noisy" amplifiers, so that you maintain the
maximum C/N performance that your dish can
deliver. Choose DAWNflex low- loss coaxial
cable for dish-to receiver distances from 300
to 500 feet. This flexible cable passes satellite
Lband signals with very little loss. It is flooded
for direct burial, and the quad shielded design

13011 up to

300 f
1

DAWNIlee from 300ft to 50011
SATfiber [ Ink from 50011 to 50 raes

ILI 0

offers the best protection from signal ingress.
Choose the SATfiber link for dish-to- receiver
distances from 500 feet to 50 miles. Eliminate
long distance signal attenuation, and lightning
surge problems, when you install SingleMode
fiber running out to the dish. Place our SATfiber
Transmitter and Receiver units on both ends
of the fiber, and pass 45 to 2800 Mhz with
perfect quality. Call DAWNco to hear about our
easy- install fiber, and for help choosing the best
SATfiber system for your needs.

:N
.-• •••

Keeping track of ; III the satellite and fiber
optic communications products out there
is afull time job.
That's why so many people come to
DAINNco. They count on us for everything from satellite antennas, receivers,
LNBs, and position controllers to fiber
optic broadband links, satellite links and
data links.
We offer the broadcast TV, cable TV, radio
and educational fields high quality equipment at down-to-earth prices.

hut more than equipment, we oiler expertise.
We can examine your situation and ¡rout- budget.
and recommend exactly what you nded. You sa \
both time and money by making the best possible
buying decision.
Call aDAMINco c \ port with \ ittlf qq.testions by
simply dialing 800.866.6969. L4e the same
number for our trce catal, ,g, or
find it ; ill oh the web at
www.DAWN( Lc, nu.

Ph (248)391-9200 • Fax (248)391-9206 • www.DAWNco.com

DAWNco
Reasonable prices, priceless reasoning.
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Are Broadcasters Doing DigitaI-Wrong?
Be wary of falling into the common " bright shiny object" syndrome
BY KEN DEUTSCH
"In the digital world, we're not competing against just radio," said Alan
Segal, senior director, Digital Insights,
apart of Cox Media Group in Atlanta.
"This is aradio show, but we are really
competing against everything digital."
That statement reflects the insight of
one of the panelists who will participate
in aRadio Show session with the unusual
title, "What Do We Need to Stop Doing
(Digitally)?"

"Before we bring new technology or
digital inventory online, we should take
the time to make the business case. Does
it fit within our sales strategy; is there a
need or opportunity in our local markets;
and is there internal bandwidth and commitment to present and implement it?"
Dan Shelley is senior vice president
of local and studios for Interactive One,
part of Radio One. He believes that radio
undervalues its digital product.
"Too many radio groups are still
'giving away' digital ads, or at least tell-

stint with iBiquity Digital, developer of
HD Radio technology.
To minimize missteps in radio's digital realm, he recommends that broadcasters seek out non-traditional radio people.
"We have hired many people with a
digital content and social media background," he said "These are young
people, millennials, who have grown
up in the digital world and have a different perspective on content. We have
recruited alot of folks that have worked
in startups, either technology or digital

I

Tom Bender. " Does it fit
within our sales strategy?
... Is there internal bandwidth and commitment to
present and implement it?"

Dan Shelley. " Too many
stations still do contests
for 'the tenth caller.'
Really? In 2014?"

It will be presented Wednesday, September 10 at 2:30 p.m.
"This is important from an audience
perspective if not strictly from arevenue
standpoint," Segal said. "You are in a
dogfight with everyone out there who can
grab the listeners' attention.
"Is someone not listening to your
stream because he is listening to Spotify?
A radio competitor? Is he playing 'Angry
Birds?' That's the fight you should be in
on a daily basis. It's not just about the
station down the street; it's about the endless list of choices out there."
Tom Bender, senior vice president/
general manager, Greater Media Interactive, Detroit, sees a common pitfall in
radio's digital endeavors.
"By the very nature of digital and the
constant waterfall of new products, ideas
and refinements, we all can easily fall
into the 'bright shiny object' syndrome,"
he said.
"If it's new and has abuzz, we've got
to have it. Iknow from experience that
numerous digital initiatives look promising, and those promoting them promise a
great return, but too often, nine months
into the project, reality starts to set in.
There are execution issues that weren't
thought through and advertisers want a
lower price."
But Bender also has a way to avoid
this potential misstep.

Alan Segal. " You are in a
dogfight with everyone
out there who can grab
the listeners' attention."

ing their clients digital is free and then
shifting the dollars internally to pay
for it. That makes it harder for the rest
of us who stopped giving away digital
years ago."
And Shelley believes that broadcasters have not yet fully embraced mobile
technology.
"I don't mean just streaming," he said.
"At Radio One, as much as 80 percent of
the people who engage with our stations
digitally each month do so on smartphones or tablets. Our primary audience indexes higher in mobile than other
demographic categories, but the seismic
shift from desktop to handheld devices
is happening with everyone. You've got
to make ahuge mobile play — from both
the content and ad perspectives — or you
won't be reaching asignificant portion of
your audience, or your clients' customers," he said.
"Too many stations still do contests
for 'the tenth caller.' Really? In 2014?
Listeners don't call radio stations to try
to win contests — at least not millennials
and Gen-Xers. They text. Stations must
engage with their audiences where their
audiences are, not where they used to be."
ENGAGED

STAFF

Pat Walsh, COO of Emmis Communications in Indianapolis, will moderate
this session. His background includes a

Pat Walsh. " People on our
digital and social media
development teams very
often are fans of the
content."

media, because we want to engage our
audiences on their phones, their tablets
and desktops.
"Part of the magic has been combining the deep knowledge of radio that our
programming and on-air talent have,
with the knowledge these young people
we have brought into the industry."

Where is the common ground among
these groups?
"It's all in the passion for the music, or
the spoken word, or whatever the content
of the station is," he said. "People on
our digital and social media development teams very often are fans of the
content; and it's a natural extension for
them to reach our audiences on digital
platforms."
Walsh says that just because aperson
has a knack for audio programming, it
does not necessarily follow that this person is well-versed in the nuances of Twitter, Facebook or YouTube. "Stations that
avoid hiring new talent from the digital
realm do so at their own peril."
Segal agreed, but went further, citing
aneed to use digital-savvy outside talent
for specific tasks at aradio station.
"We might build the best digital widget in-house; but why would we? It's
not our core expertise," he said. "Ours
is telling stories. Why not partner with
someone who can develop something for
us, fix it, and let us do what we do best,
playing music or whatever that happens
to be. We need to stop thinking we can
solve everything ourselves."
Segal talked about qualities he seeks
when planning digital projects.
"I look for humility," he said. "Iwant
people who recognize they don't know
everything, because if they think they
know everything, they won't want to be
open and listen. Iwant people with an
appetite to learn. A lot of people can sit
at acomputer and do things, but agreat
digital person has to create relationships
to make sure everyone is exposed to
the larger scene. They touch base with
people across many departments to make
sure things fit together."
Ken Deutsch is aformer broadcaster
and longtime Radio World contributor.

THIS INTERNET THING WILL NEVER CATCH ON
Every emerging trend has been pooh-poohed by someone. According to
rinkworks.com, aWestern Union executive said in 1876 that " the telephone
has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered as ameans of communication." Many years later Decca Records took apass on asinging act called
The Beatles, predicting that " they have no future in show business," according to minyanville.com. In 1966, this writer told his girlfriend Allison that
Madras shorts and Paisley ties were here to stay.
But talk about the mother of all horrible predictions. On Feb. 26, 1995,
Newsweek writer Clifford Stoll misread the tea leaves in his article, " Why the
Web Won't Be Nirvana."
He said in part: " Visionaries see afuture of telecommuting workers, interactive libraries and multimedia classrooms. They speak of electronic town
meetings and virtual communities. Commerce and business will shift from
offices and malls to networks and modems. Baloney. Do our computer pundits lack all common sense? The truth in no online database will replace your
daily newspaper, no CD-ROM can take the place of acompetent teacher and
no computer network will change the way government works."
You can read the article at http://tinyurl.com/rwstoll.
So how about this Internet thing? Do you think it'll ever catch on?
— Ken Deutsch
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tiered system at a fraction of the cost of its
competitors.
•Each studio client is capable of accessing all
Audio Server modules on the network.
•Remote voice-tracking allows for creation of
content for remote studios also running Op- X.
•The revolutionary design of Op- X's clock
builder turns the previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into afew simple clicks.
•Share serial devices from any machine using
the Op- X Serial Server.
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iPad app Features
Live show real-time control from almost anywhere
A powerful tool for remotes or voice tracking
• Take a show on the road
• Start, stop, copy and paste functions from the log
• Insert audio items into the log

•Importing logs now gets its own module that
takes confusion out of the process.

• Initiate audio playback from hot buttons

•Engineers will enjoy Op- X because it's easy
to install, maintain, and has automatic backup
features.

• Secure access to your system

• Run macro command from hot buttons

Th

Broadcasters
General Store
Visit Us at Radio Show Booth # 312

352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc

RADIO AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
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In Indy, Engineering for the Bottom Line
Session with veteran radio engineers will explore 15 helpful tech ideas
BY CHRISS SCHERER
Many view the engineering department of a radio station as a financial
liability even though the entire business

the long term.
With the Radio Show heading to
Indianapolis, the NAB and RAB have
partnered with the Society of Broadcast
Engineers, which has its headquarters

What is server virtualization?
Server virtualization is the
partitioning of a physical server
into smaller virtual servers to

share their ideas that any station can
implement.
The panelists are Jake Robinson,
director of engineering and IT for
Emmis Communications, Indianapolis;

5TIMES 3
When Iwas asked to submit an idea
for a session, Ihad two ideas in mind
about asingle session. Instead of asingle speaker presenting atopic, Isuggested a panel that could present, discuss
and likely more easily interact with the
session attendees. Ialso wanted to cover
technology in a way that not only provides roll-up-your-sleeves information,

What are the benefits
of server virtualization?
Virtualization of servers in the data center can reduce your
costs on hardware, power, cooling, and facilities allowing
an overall greener profile for your organization.

help maximize your server
resources In server
virtualization the resources of
the server itself are hidden, or

Virtualization enhances administrative functions, reduces
maintenance, increases availability and lowers downtime.

masked, from users, and
software is used to divide the
physical server into multiple
virtual environments, called
virtual or private servers. This is
in contrast to dedicating one
server to a single application or
t
ask.

murre rénetereda corn)

Traditional Architecture

Virtue Architecture

Virtual servers are among the topics to be discussed. Paul Shulins, director of technical operations for Greater Media, Boston, provided these slides.

is built on technology.
While it's easy to fall into the reactive trap of constantly putting money
in just to keep things working, there
are proactive steps that can be taken to
improve reliability and save money in

in Indianapolis, to produce the technical sessions for the convention. One
session on Friday, Sept. 12, is titled
"15 Tech Ideas That Help the Bottom
Line." The panel, which I'll moderate,
features three respected engineers who

TIME

Jeremy Ruck, PE, principal engineer of
Ruck and Associates; and Paul Shulins,
director of technical operations for
Greater Media, Boston. These individuals possess nearly a century of combined broadcast engineering experience.

All the time.
Trust the name broadcasters have counted on for
precision master clocks and timing-related products
for over 40 years—ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using achoice
of GPS, NTP, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time—all the time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world-class timing
systems designed for easy installation, set-up and
operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 322-2136

www.ese-web.com

but also addresses the age-old concern
from managers and owners about their
perceived financial black hole view of
engineering.
Drawing on the panelists' experience
in all aspects of radio technical operations, Iasked each to develop his own
top five ideas on technical operations,
upgrades or fixes that will likely have
a positive effect on a station's budget.
Many of these ideas include some kind
of upfront or capital cost, but that cost
is quickly covered and exceeded by the
realized savings of the project.
What can you expect to learn during
the session? You'll have to attend to get
everything, but some of the topics to be
covered include virtual servers; multiuse STLs; LED lighting in studios,
office space and on towers; tower site
inspections; and several ways general
maintenance now has benefits later.
The Radio Show has a history of
targeting the station owners, managers,
sales and programmers, but there is a
valuable experience for the engineer as
well. Spend some time on the exhibit
floor, take in the technical sessions, and
network with other radio professionals.
Chriss Scherer, CPBE CBNT, is a
contract engineer and recording engineer in Kansas City. He is former editor
of Radio magazine and apast president
of SBE.
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WLIR: They Dared to Be Different
Documentary will chronicle the history and resurgence of heritage station

IPROGRAMMING

NEW

aitral•••---

BY DAVID PLOTKIN
I was fortunate to begin my radio
career at 13 years old in the second-largest
radio market in the country, Los Angeles.
Having "grown up" working at MOR,
classical and talk stations, Iwas comfortable in arelatively conservative radio
environment. But in 2000 Imoved to
New York to attend college, and in 2001
Istarted working at heritage alternative
rocker WLIR(FM) in Garden City, N.Y.
Ibegan as a production assistant and
later served as production director.
The environment at WLIR encouraged creativity, demanded you have fun
while at work and expected nothing but
the best from its staff.
January 2014 marked the 10th anniversary of WLIR 92.7 FM leaving the
dial. But that iteration of WLIR remains
special in many ways ... it was different ... not only because it had taken
a chance in 1982, flipping from an
illustrious progressive rock format to an
untested alternative rock presentation,
but because of an intense loyalty that
developed among fans and staff alike.
WLIR wasn't just another radio station; it was alifestyle.
In 1959 John Rieger had started
WLIR in the basement of the Garden
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city Hotel on Long Island, originally
airing abeautiful music format. In 1970,
Rieger allowed two radio professionals
right out of college, Richard Neer and
Michael Harrison. to flip the format to

Joe Photos

progressive rock. It was at this point that
WLIR started to develop an intensely
loyal fan base.
In 1982, Elton Spitzer, then owner
and general manager, and Denis
McNamara, the program director, made
the controversial decision to flip the
format further from progressive rock to
new wave, feeling that the market was
oversaturated with album rock-oriented

September 10, 2014

stations. This is where WLIR really
began to earn its reputation as the station that "dares to be different."
MOVER ANO SHAKER
Originating from Hempstead and
covering New York City and the tristate area, it became a station with
influence beyond its transmitter power
of 1,000 watts.
With millions of potential listeners,
WLIR helped advance and, in many
cases, introduce such artists as U2, The
Ramones, Depeche Mode, the Cure, the
Clash, XTC and countless other new
wave and punk bands. Programmers at
stations in New York and other markets
were influenced by WLIR's willingness
to take a chance on new artists before
they entered the mainstream market.
McNamara, now a consultant, said,
"We knew music was changing very
dramatically. This really accelerated us
to make a decision. Do we live in the
past or do we move forward?"
In 1987, the station changed hands
to The Morey Organization. With an
increase in power, '
LIR continued introducing new music into the ' 90s with
artists such as Nirvana, Beck and Green
Day, and the '00s with artists such as
Coldplay, Moby and Daft Punk.
It continued to operate with an alternative rock format until January 2004;
then, receiving an offer they could not
refuse, The Morey Organization sold the
frequency to Univision, which flipped
the format to Spanish language, leaving
the WLIR listener with no alternative
(pun intended).
Even 10 years after leaving the airwaves, though, you will find former
WLIR listeners reminiscing about voting for Screamer of the Week, the
famous Tuesday Night Concert Series,

Larry "The Duck" in the WLIR 92.7 studio at 175 Fulton Street, Hempstead, N.Y.,
in 1987.
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WLIR Airline Club card circa 1980.
It was used by listeners to take
advantage of special discounts at
local stores — more evidence of
the station's " lifestyle" effect.

'
LIR DJs spinning at their favorite
night club and, most of all, how they felt
the station was their station.
Now the questions are different.
Could WLIR exist in today's environment? How would it continue to be
different?
There has been arecent resurgence in
the interest of the heritage station. Not
only does it continue to live and grow
online, but Hollywood has stepped into
the picture with an upcoming documentary about "The station that dares."

to your site."
Posting links to YouTube and Facebook navigate people away from what
you are doing. Forming partnerships
with other websites like www.donyc.com
creates the ability to have an up-to-date
concert calendar on WLIR.FM. Weekly
concert, show, event and merchandise
contesting, as well as aWLIR.FM store,
help keep the listener engaged.
"Know your audience," Wilson
emphasizes. Recognizing that WLIR.
FM has aniche format, it is important to
target businesses that appeal to his listeners, most of which are in the tristate

online station.

area. Concert promoters such as Live
Nation and Bowery Presents, appeal
to the WLIR.FM listener. Ski resorts
and Broadway shows are among other
advertisers that buy time on the station.
Wilson's goal ultimately is to get
WLIR — or, more accurately, his own
modernized version of WLIR — back
on the FM dial; he is partnering with
investors and hopes the station may
return to the airwaves one day.
John Rieger is deceased. RJ Morey
and Elton Spitzer are retired and could
not be reached for comment for this
story. They are not involved in the

THE MOVIE
Interest in preserving the importance
of WLIR lives, not just online but, also
on-screen.
"Dare to Be Different —The Movie"
is adocumentary in production and set
to debut at film festivals in 2015.
Focusing on the importance of WLIR
to the new wave, punk and alternative
rock bands of the 1980s, creator and
producer Ellen Reiss Goldfarb hopes to
create national awareness of the once(continued on page 31)
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Do you Dream of T1 Quality Audio
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with Public Internet Prices?
(but don't want to invest in New Audio Codecs?)
You've probably heard of APT's SureStream technology which is currently enabling hundreds of broadcasters
worldwide to achieve the reliability & audio quality you expect from aTi using easily affordable public internet

WLIR.FM
There's no question that most radio
stations today have atight play list.
Facebook, Myspace, Amazon and
iTunes are great for finding music that
you have already heard elsewhere.
However, there are few sources that
curate new music for the listener.
It was because of this perceived void
that former 92.7 staffer Bob Wilson
started www.wlir.fm in 2005. With
many of the former air-staff helping to
contribute to the website, Wilson began
streaming the music he could no longer
find on the FM dial. However, when he
started to receive email requests and
his number of listeners started to grow
online, Wilson recognized that there
was still an unmet demand not only for
the heritage music of the station but for
new music, as well.
WLIR.FM keeps the successful formula of the familiar disk jockeys voicetracked throughout the day, ticket giveaways, WLIR.FM bumper stickers and
answering listener requests.
Wilson is careful not to make his station an oldies station playing only the
heritage ' LIR music. "It is important
for the station to keep moving forward," Wilson said. "The ' LIR listener
is someone who always wanted to hear
new music."
But the question remains: Can you
make money with WLIR — or any format — online?
Wilson, who has just started to see
the books turn black by selling banner
ads and commercials on the stream,
says having an interactive website is key.
"Give people reasons to keep returning

connections. Now, you no longer need to invest in anew set of codecs in order to benefit from SureStream!

Find out mome at

www.surestream.ws
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The APT SureStreamer offers all the power and benefits of SureStream in an individual box that you can simply
connect to your existing single port IP audio codecs.

AU the Benefits of SureStream on Your Existing IP Audio Codecs!
LN.

IP Codec

IP Codec

Even when aconstituent link suffer' drop- outs
or loss of connection, the decode. receives a
perfectly seamless, reconstructed stream with
consistently low delay!

Use multiple wired internet connections or a combination of wired
and wireless to send redundant streams over different network paths.
AND, SureStream uses sophisticated techniques to build even greater
robustness into the connection!

Today hundreds of SureStream links are in operation worldwide and being used for an amazing range of applications from STL
to SSL and from syndicated content distribution to remotes and contribution feeds. Now, with minimum outlay, you can also
enjoy the advantages of this amazing technology!

Powerful Performance

I Powerful

ussaleseworldcastsystems.com

Control

Powerful Savings

t% +1305 249 3110 I www.worldcastsystems.com
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DELIVERING ON THE PROMISE OF IP AUDI
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INTELLIGENT

NETWORK

everything you need to put music on the air...
all the way from audio input to your transmitter, in a single box.
When we invented modern radio audio networking, we vowed to build the first truly intelligent IP audio system. One where every interface held the DNA of the entire system
for recovery. A system with true Gigabit connectivity. One that required only asingle CAT- 6cable to interface Euly network piece - to carry audio AND control information.
A system that could actually be up 24/7/365 and handle everything you need yet so simple to interface as to be virtually foolproof. Well, here ya go...

•Gigabit Connectivity

•AES67*

All BLADE- 3s use Gigabit Etherf

Mb/s

This makes all the difference
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to support AES67 compliant devices. Allows
WileatNet-IP system to synchronize to IEEE1588 from
aPTP grandmaster clock and ingest /stream AES67
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•44.1, 48K, External Sync or AESS7 Operation*

MIMI

•Virtually All Audio Formats

•Clock/Sync and Alarm Indicators*

BLADEs are built to handle and convert native analog.

•Automation Control Interface

microphone. AES/EBIJ. SPDIF. AOIR MADI. SDI and

This is a " tool box - that every BLADE has that allows

AES67.

full control of the BLADE's functions such as routing,
ducking, panning, full logic control, mixing and
silence detection. Each BLADE supports up to 20

•Stereo Audio Processor*
I
-

I.
moi

11

ACI connections which can be used with devices like

Each BLADE-3has astereo multiband processor

Talent Stations. GP panels, SideBoards, etc. It also

with the following: 4- band parametric equalizer,

allows control of our partners'/third party equipment.

3- way crossovers, 3compressors. 3limiters, and a
meaning it is not limited to the local I/O on the BLADE

•Front Panel Headphone Jack and Source Selection
•Salvos/Macros

-it can be considered anetwork resource.

•Studio Bypass

final lookahead limiter. This is a " routable processor,"

•Front Panel Input and Output Metering

•Onboard Intelligent OS
Each BLADE has its own intelligence/operating system

There is metering for every input and output on the

that allows it to be apowerful standalone router, part of

system - 12-segment. multi-color LEDs that can be

a larger system or control the entire routing system.

used for metering inputs and outputs as 8pairs or 16
mono signals.

•Two 8x2 Utility Mixers
Each BLADE has two 8x2 utility mixers that can be

El Arfe

Cee.noleamd.11iramillon

configured in many different formats. Two 8x2, four

; tam
Memo,

4x1, etc. These internal mixers are full featured and
include panning. channel ON/OFF, fader levels, and

be, exeen
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access to any source signal in the system. They
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also include afull ACI (Automation Control Interface)
allowing remote control, ducking, auto fade, channel
on/off, levels, source assign, etc.

•SNMP
SNMP gives you centralized monitoring over large

•Audio & Control Routing Matrix

distributed systems. You can configure alarms and

•Source & Destination Control

set thresholds to get notified if and when aproblem

Each BLADE has the ability to route any system source

occurs. The instant alarms and notifications help you

to the destinations on that BLADE.
•Front Panel Logic Indicators*

•Associated Connections*

•12 Universal GPI/0 Ports

This is agreat feature in BLADEs for callers, codecs,
networks, remote broadcast & live talk shows that

•128 Software Logic Ports"
Used to interface with software switches, indicators,

require amix- minus. You can create apredetermined

and control functions throughout the system.

back haul, IFB feed or mix-minus for each device
based on its location in the system or on afader. If you

•Built-in Audio Clip Player*

nave ashared resource connected to your system.

•Silence Detection

such as acodec, the software will " automagically"

•Dual OLED Displays*

give the proper return feed to the codec based on

•LIO/SLIO Logging*

its destination. When abase connection is made,

take quick corrective actions through e-mail, SMS. and
executing custom scripts.
•Connection Choices
Has both DB25 to make transitional wiring easy for
existing BRIDGE TDM customers and RJ45 - Studio
Hub compatible RJ connectors for input and output.
•Full Info Screen
Each signal has anew info screen allowing the user to
add text to signals such as wire numbers, termination
locations. etc.

up to ten additional connections can be made. This

•LIO Test

Allows the same source to be identified by different

significantly helps streamline studio routing, phone and

•Automatic Backup

names. Multiple aliases can be used so different

bodec selection.
•44.1 or 48K Sampling Rates

•Alarm Notification
•NTP

•Flexible Signal Configuration

•Version Checker

•Aliases*

operators can share logic functions, source feeds,
routing. etc.
•Auto Mono Summing

Signal can be defined as up to 16 mono, 8stereo

•Signal Splitting
•Gain Control on Every Input & Output
•Balance Control

or any combination of mono and stereo totaling 16
channels.

•Front Panel Locking
•Crosspoint Save
•Debugging Tools
•No Cooling Fans Needed

•indicates features available only in BLADE3s

phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com
OK, this spread is an advertising soace paid for by VVheatstone. But hopefully you'll fincl it inform -dive. entertaining and compelling.
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Give Your Rig aThorough Inspection
Don't forget your " Jesus stick" or your Rags in aBox

I

WORKBENCH
b) John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

Fig. 1: Damaged components are
Lurking. Give your transmitter a
thorough inspection.

Rreduce

eliability of modern equipment can
our maintenance duties significantly; some gear needs only to have
its dust blown out once ayear. But not so
with older tube transmission equipment
that we may need as our backup or even
our main transmitter.
Cleaning out dirt and dust is fine, but
your rig also needs a thorough visual
inspection if you are to assure reliability.
Use astrong trouble light to inspect all
the dark recesses.
Before you begin, bring someone
with you for safety's sake. Also disable the remote control. There's nothing
scarier than hearing the click of relays as
the air talent tries to bring up atransmitter you're working on.
Watch the high voltage meter as you
turn off the transmitter. The meter indication should drop quickly. If it does
not, or if the needle hangs around the
normal reading when the transmitter is
on, suspect bad bleeder resistors. This
indication makes the next few steps particularly important.
Turn off all breakers for the transmitter and use ashorting stick to discharge
all components. The bleeder resistors
and the transmitter interlocks are supposed to do this job, but the interlocks
may have been defeated, or the bleeders
are bad.

If anything live exists, the shorting
stick will find it —and you'll know it.
One crack of a high-voltage discharge
will be all you need to be reminded to
use this safety device. Many seasoned
engineers nickname the shorting stick a
"Jesus stick" — because if you don't use
it, that's who you're going to meet. Yes,
it's that serious.
The stick's purpose is primarily to
discharge large power supply capacitors, usually found in the bottom of the
transmitter. But Irecommend you touch
all components. You can't do any harm,
because the transmitter is off, right? One
engineer told me about atransmitter that
was fed by three separate circuit breakers. Two were in one box marked LV
(km voltage) and HV (for high voltage).

In another box, across the room, was
another circuit that the shorting stick
discovered. The arc took achunk out of
the shorting stick! Better the stick than
your hand or arm.
So what will your inspection disclose? Well, with trouble light in hand,
maybe nothing. Then again, you may see
damage as in Fig. 1.
Contract Engineer Mike McGowan
found this arced grid tuning variable
capacitor during one of his inspections.
In this case, the rig still worked, but
wouldn't tune properly.
As you inspect, look for anything
unusual. Check wiring terminals — are
they tight and not corroded? Check
those oil-filled power supply capacitors
for leaks. And speaking of leaks, is the
blower motor in good shape and not
leaking oil?
You can buy clean T-shirt material
online, or purchase Scott Rags in aBox
at ahardware store. Clean rags are great
for cleaning when paired with isopropyl
alcohol. As with all cleaning, use plenty
of ventilation.
As you clean, look at those bleeder
resistors — the foot-long, tubular wirewound resistors, usually with aceramic
finish. Corrosion on the terminals or
along the exposed wire can prevent these
resistors from doing their job, which is to
discharge the high-voltage power supply
when the transmitter is turned off.
Remember when we checked the
plate voltage meter while shutting the
rig off? Suspect one or more bad bleed-

ers if that voltage indication didn't drop
to zero quickly. After you get the coating of dirt and grease off the wiring
and components, suspect anything that
doesn't look right.
Your camera phone is a real asset
in the inspection task, not only for pictures to submit to Workbench, but also
to identify parts or sub-assemblies that
need repair or replacement. The phone
can also serve as your eyes in hard
to reach places, ensuring a thorough
inspection. More than one engineer has
sent his picture to the repair/parts depot
to identify aparticular component.
As you clean, be careful not to jar
or misform coils. Especially at FM
frequencies, even aslight bend of wire
can mistune a circuit. If you've never
cleaned your rig, get some help before
you begin. Someone who is experienced
with that particular transmitter can teach
you alot.
Reach Mike McGowan at shadetree@
socket.net.

L

loyd Collins, director of engineering
for GoodRadio, offers an alternative
to hinged doors when you want to hide
your equipment racks. The sliding door
panels seen in Fig. 2keep things hidden
but can be slid to one side or another for
maintenance.
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Analog and Digital Audio

Time & Level
Aligned!

Schedule your M4DDC Demo Today ,
856-719-9900

Fig. 2: You can use
sliding doors to hide
equipment racks.
Should you need all the racks
exposed, you can simply lift the doors
off their track and replace them when
your work is completed.
Lloyd Collins can be reached at
lloydc@regionalradio.com.
Reading Workbench is like taking
a college course in hands-on radio
problem-solving! Contribute your ideas,
help your fellow engineers and qualify
for SBE recertification credit. Send tips
to johnpbisset@gmail.com. Fax to (603)
472-4944.

Audio Processing
,Built For You.
DAVID IV FM Broadcast Audio Processing: for shaping, sculpting, and boosting

your on air sound. Now with the extra features you asked for.

EQ
Adjust the
settings to
o
create your
sonic
signature.
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5 BAND BLISS

BLAZING SPEED

BETTER PRESETS

The perfect number of bands

Only 3.9ms of signal latancy on the

25 choice presets tuned to

with controls and tweaks you'll

composite outputs, and power to

make you stand out, without

actually use.

live audio in under asecond

going all-out.

NEW Rev. 3 FEATURES
'Windowed" AGC control.
Adjustable Multiband Crossovers Points.
Adjustable Multiband Attack and Release Times.
Built-in Test Tone Oscillator.
Tighter Peak Control.
English, Español, and Português language menu options.

Learn more at:
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com/mode1/719
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Grace Digital Targets Custom Biz Segment
Internet radio manufacturer focuses on music/messaging content providers

II
NTERNETRADIO

form to compete against the 800-pound gorillas, at a
very competitive price."

BY JAMES CARELESS

BUSINESS MUSIC
Business music and messaging refers both
to the custom music streams that retailers and
offices choose to shape their customers' and
employee's moods, as well as the business-specific messages and music people hear while sitting
on hold in acompany's voicemail queue.
Thanks to the advent of personal computers and
the Internet, even the smallest of mom-and-pop stores
can now have their own business music/messaging services, which are typically managed for them by alocal
content provider.
The content provider takes responsibility for producing the steams and messages, based on the customer's
requirements. They also deliver it — historically using
hard media such as tape, CD and thumb drives, and
more recently via the Web.
According to Fadul, such services are usually received
on proprietary business music/messaging receivers connected to the Web, or, failing that, astandard Internetconnected PC. "A proprietary unit tends to be expensive
and tied to alarge legacy service provider, while aPC is
really not areliable device to stream 24 by 7," he said.
"In contrast, the GDI-IRBM20 can fulfill the same functions and more, at aretail price of just $ 199.99."

Internet radio manufacturer Grace Digital has
decided to take on the customized business music
and messaging market, using an adaption of its GDIIRBM20 Internet radio.
Grace Digital is aiming to become an equipment
and platform supplier to small and medium-sized business music/messaging content providers. These companies create and sell custom audio mixes to individual
stores, retail chains and franchised restaurants— the
kind of content that was once only provided by major
business music/messaging firms such as Muzak.
Released commercially in 2013, the GDI-IRBM20
is an industrial-grade Internet radio receiver, with the
ability to be integrated into a business' background
music and telephone system. Grace Digital's recent
software upgrade allows business music/messaging
providers to offer their custom audio streams for delivery directly to the GDI-IRBM20. The system is supported by aWeb-based control panel that automatically
removes competitive audio streams, provides control
functions such as volume and channel selection, and
can optionally shut off radios during off-hours to minimize music licensing fees.
"Functionally, the GDI-IRBM20 is really not different than the many models of Internet radios we sell
to consumers, except for its ruggedized case and construction," said Grace Digital CEO Greg Fadul.
"The big difference is our custom business-grade
software and Web-based control panel. This provides
any business music/messaging service provider aplat-

STRATEGY
It was this logic that led Grace Digital to launch the
GDI-IRBM20 into the general business audio market
last year. Its recent addition of aWeb-based remote control system, plus the modified GDI-IRBM20's enhanced
software features, has transformed this Internet radio

PEOPLENEWS
Bill Ruck is among agroup named to the Bay Area Hall of Fame by the Broadcast Legends.
He is principal radio engineer at CSI Telecommunications Inc. and afreelance broadcast engineer.
Ruck spent 21 years at KFOG, then KFOG/KNBR. Most of those years were with Susquehanna Radio
Company. He has worked for or with anumber of broadcast organizations and has been involved with
the Northern California Frequency Coordinating Committee, AES, IEEE, SBE and EIBASS. For the Maritime
Radio Historical Society, he has maintained
historic radio equipment at former RCA
Coastal Marine Station KPH, now part of
Point Reyes National Seashore.
Ruck is anative San Franciscan who has
been aradio enthusiast since he heard his
father's stories of being aradio mechanic
during World War II, according to abio
on the Point Reyes National Seashore
Association website.
"Bill was an aviation electronics technician in the Navy during the Vietnam War
and spent the next 20 years working as
an engineer for local San Francisco radio
stations KFOG-KNBR.... Recently he was
named ' Fellow for Historic Preservation' by
the California Historical Radio Society for his
work on the KPH Project," the site said.
Ruck is shown with the Press Wireless PW-1.5 transmitter
in Bolinas, which is still regularly on the air.

into an intelligent and configurable device, one that can deliver
custom content while providing customer security and
cost savings.
"Using our Web-based control panel, abusiness music/
messaging provider can log directly into a customer's
suite of GDI-IRBM20 receivers; right down to asingle
unit," Fadul said. "The provider can program the radio to
only receive the customer's custom audio streams, wiping
every other audio stream from its firmware."
The provider can also schedule the radio to switch
between audio streams, from relaxing morning audio to
pulsing late-night club music. They can create individual "radio groups" that each have their own streaming
schedules, and schedule volume levels and even power
on/off times.
"If you're a business music service provider's customer, you're paying music royalty fees," said Fadul.
"Turning off the radios on acustom schedule when a
store is closed means you're not paying to play music
when no one is there to listen."
In the same vein, aGDI-IRBM20 can be plugged
into a customer's telephone system to stream music
mixed with promotional messages. "Many chains are
getting very specific about the timing of promotions,
switching them around frequently:' Fadul said. "Our
system allows aretailer to extend this level of control
into their telephone systems, so the audio being heard
while someone is on hold mirrors their radio, TV and
Web promotions."
AMBITIOUS PLANS
Grace Digital isn't alone in its business music
efforts.
It has been joined by RadioIO.com, an Internet-only
audio service that offers adifferent way for businesses
to curate and play music. RadioIO.com can provide
a wealth of music genres and selections for business
music customers — all royalties paid — as well as create custom stations for unique business needs.
RadioIO's Chief Operations Officer Julia Miller says
the company provides "music to thousands of business
outlets:' some of which have "tens of thousands of outlets down to single unit locations."
Fadul has big hopes for Grace Digital's business
music/messaging platform and its ability to help small
operators compete with powerhouses like Mood Music.
"During the last few years, Mood Media has acquired
and consolidated many of the leading business music
providers like Muzak, DMX and True Media," he said.
"Grace Digital's plan is to provide small to mid-sized
business music/messaging service providers with acosteffective superior platform that will allow them to create
best-in-class audio and messaging for their clients."
James Careless reports on the industry for Radio
World from Ottawa, Ontario.
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One Didn't Make You the Other
Was he afirst-class engineer, or was he an engineer with aFirst Class?

IEDUCATION
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BY JIM WITHERS

I
In April of 1967, Igot aride out to
Lambert Field in St. Louis, got on an
Ozark Airlines DC-9 and took off for
Chicago.
Iwas 19 and it was my first time on a
plane. Iremember being extremely nervous; but that had nothing to do with the
flight. In fact, Iinstantly liked flying and
started taking lessons soon afterwards.
Instead I was worried about how
Iwould do a few weeks later, when I
planned to walk into the FCC's District
Office in downtown Chicago to take the
test for the First Class Radiotelephone
Operator License.
The test for the " First Phone" was
given on specific dates and only at an
FCC office in the presence of an FCC
field engineer. It was short (my memory
places it at 50 questions) but rigorous,
and could not be attempted until the
applicant had passed the Second Class
Radiotelephone License. That test was
100 questions long and was loaded up
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with alot of electronic theory. In those
pre-calculator days, the Second Class
was by far the harder test, at least in my
opinion.
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Eventually Itook the test and sweated out the notification period. Soon
after, my "ticket" arrived. Iwas abroadcast engineer!
Well, not quite. I had the license,
sure. But Ilacked the knowledge that the
license was supposed to represent.
I, like many other holders of this
all-important piece of paper, was aSixWeek Wonder.
BECOMING AWONDER
Six-Week Wonders, and the schools
that produced them by the thousands,
were the direct result of the licensing
requirement.
That requirement was valid enough.
Broadcasting equipment had improved
dramatically since the inception of
commercial broadcasting in the 1920s;
but even in 1967, 20 years after the
invention of the transistor, transmitting
equipment was almost exclusively built
with vacuum tubes.
Unlike modern components, those
failed often (mean times between failure were sometimes under 10,000 hours
— only a bit more than a year of
constant operation). On top of that, as
tubes aged, they — and the components
around them — drifted. If the air conditioning hiccupped, or the crystal oven
heater burned up, your little 500-watt
AM, which had been chugging merrily
along right on frequency, would begin
to wander up and down the band right
along with the building temperature.
Although operators could legally
control certain classes of broadcast
stations with the more limited Third
Class "Permit" (provided it included a

"broadcast endorsement"), someone in
the bowels of the commission correctly
realized that it would be a good thing
if every station had at least one person
(and for some classes of station, one on
duty at all times) who actually knew
what to do when things went awry.
Presto: the First Class Radiotelephone License was born. But, as with
most of these things, the whole process
came with unintended consequences.
ENGINEERS IN DEMAND
In 1967, the Vietnam War was raging.
That conflagration forced over amillion
young men into the service. ( By 1968,
Iwould be included in their number.)
There weren't that many engineers with
the "Ticket" to start with; this additional
manpower drain left stations scrambling
for people who possessed the all-important license.
The overall demand fueled a rapid
growth in what were known as the "SixWeek Wonder" schools. These schools
advertised in all of the broadcasting
trade publications, and the message,
like this one Icopied from the March
2, 1967 issue of Broadcasting, was
411111111111F

1111111

Iwas asix-week
wonder.
MINOR

a simple one: "Elkins Radio License
School of Chicago-Six weeks quality
instruction in laboratory methods and
theory leading to the FCC First Class
License. Fully G.I. Approved. 14 East
Jackson St., Chicago 4, III."
Well, fine. I had already bought a
book (which Istill own) called "Electronic Communications" by Robert L.
Shrader, and had been plowing through
it, trying to work it all out. But the
book was aponderous thing, and Ihad
no way of knowing which facts were
critical. Did Ineed to know the rule for
current and voltage through an inductor
or a capacitor? Or both? Or neither? I
gamely fought with it for afew months,
but finally decided that Iwould be 90
before Imastered it all.
And then, an epiphany: How about
letting the good folks up at the Elkins
Radio License School in Chicago hypnotize me for six weeks? It seemed to
me that was the only way to absorb so
much information in so short a time.
I enrolled, was accepted ( presumably
because the check cleared the bank, and
Iwas able to sign the application) and
was soon on my way in the DC-9.
Hypnotism, it turned out, was just
about spot on. The advertising for the
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school was accurate. The "quality
instruction" did indeed lead to the FCC
First Class License. The curriculum
could take credit for that because, day
after day, instructors addressed each
and every possible iteration of every
problem in the test question pool.
Ilearned that Idid indeed need to
know the characteristics of current and
voltage applied both to an inductor and
capacitor, and learned the way to memorize those: ELI the ICE man, which
translates to voltage E Leads l(
current)
through an L (inductor), and / in a C
(capacitor) leads E. After six weeks, I
had no idea why that phenomenon was
so, but Icould tell you with absolute
100-percent recall that it was. And so,
Ipassed.
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WLIR
(continued from page 30)

popular Long Island station and to demonstrate how exciting
radio can be.
Having interviewed many recording artists for the film,
Goldfarb says most of them feel that radio has changed for
the worse and that the days of taking chances on new music
are over.
"WLIR was able to break so much ground by being able
to take risks on bands that people never heard of, and the fans
[of the radio station] really helped this process," Goldfarb
says. "It's almost like the magic is gone, and it would be great
to get that back."

The continued interest in WLIR is exciting to see. To find
so much passion for astation that hasn't existed in more than
10 years is impressive.
The special bond made between WLIR and its listeners
accounted for much of its success. Finding astaff that connects and encourages participation from the audience, as
WLIR did, is what makes aradio station truly special. That
form of broadcasting is rare in today's marketplace.
Some will argue that the music set WLIR apart from the
rest. Others will say the talent propelled WLIR. The true
meaning of WLIR was — and is — to take chances, to listen
to your audience, and always "Dare to Be Different."
David Plotkin is the director of production and creative
services for WINS(AM) in New York.

5622 Edgemoor Dr.
Houston, TX 77081 USA

THE FIRST GENERAL
The FCC got out of the First Class
business in 1982, and replaced all First
Phones with lifetime General Class
Licenses as they expired. Those were
issued as lifetime licenses, but are not
required for any broadcast work. The
SBE began its voluntary certification
process in 1975, and certification by that
organization is generally recognized
as equivalent to (or better than) the old
First Phone.
I have mixed feelings about the
demise of the First Phone and the
schools that " taught the test."
On the one hand, it was a bit of a
farce. Anyone with the ability to memorize could get the license for around
$400 and six weeks in Los Angeles,
New Orleans, Dallas, Chicago or Minneapolis.
On the other hand, though, how many
Six-Week Wonders went on to get jobs
and to learn from people who really
were engineers? My ticket gave me the
chance to get a good paying job, first
at a5 kW AM rocker in St. Louis as a
vacation relief engineer, and then as a
staff engineer at WGEM(AM/FM/TV)
in Quincy, Ill. Those jobs gave me the
opportunity to learn from some extremely talented (and very patient!) engineers,
and to move on and up over the years.
As I progressed, I went back to
Shrader's book and learned all about
voltage, current, inductors and capacitors and the like. The knowledge has
served me well over the course of my
career.
A first-class engineer? The young kid
with the brand-new First Class Radiotelephone License issued on April 25,
1967 definitely was not that. But Ilike
to think that over the next 46 years, I
ultimately became one.
Jim Withers is owner of KYRK(FM)
in Corpus Christi, Texas, and alongtime
RW contributor. He has four decades of
broadcast engineering experience at
radio and television stations around
the country.

Logítek

713.664.4470
Toll Free: 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.664.4479

Networked Console Systems

www.logitekaudio.com

Pilot Digital Console

The Elegance of
Simplicity

Simple to Understand, Simple to Operate
Even your greenest operators can easily handle the power of AolP networking with the Pilot
console from Logitek. Faders, bus assigns and monitor selections are intuitive, and selecting the

1

inputs you've assigned to asource can be achieved with minimal effort. The Pilot is Logitek's most

economical console, but still offers full access to the sources available via our JetStream DenseNode Architecture. Pilot consoles are available in sizes ranging from 6 to 18 faders; each fader
has its own selector buttons for program and 3Aux sends along with Cue and Change buttons.

The console uses efficient LED lighting throughout, and its bright, wide-angle displays support 16
character source names. It's ideal for small air studios and newsrooms.

Now in our 35th year, Logitek continues to develop new ways of managing broadcast audio in a
facility. Contact us to arrange ademonstration of Logitek Audio Networking or browse our console
options at logitekaudio.com.
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Develop Contracting Diversity
There's money to be made in putting
your core competencies to work out there

ICONTRACT
ENGINEERING
BY THOMAS OSENKOWSKY
A contract engineer operates his or
her own business, and you are the president of your own company. A successful
businessperson combines knowledge,
professionalism and experience to realize profit. Clients will judge you based
on your presentation, performance,
knowledge and communication skills.

The knowledge and experience
required to serve as acontract engineer
have increased substantially over the
years. Equipment may be more diverse,
serving stations with varying budgets
and technical needs.
A small AM station may still use a
plate-modulated tube transmitter, satellite-delivered programming and digital
automation system. The technologies in
such an operation span almost acentury.
However, the test equipment and
tools necessary to effectively maintain and troubleshoot broadcast gear
have also diversified. In times past.

Test equipment for troubleshooting and repairing broadcast gear

a Simpson 260 VOM, pair of highimpedance headphones and an oscilloscope mostly satisfied the needs of daily
troubleshooting. An audio oscillator and
distortion meter were required to conduct audio proofs-of-performance. The
FCC requirement for audio proofs is
history, and test gear necessary to evaluate Cat-5/Cat-6 cable or network activity, perform FCC-required AM emissions measurements and set up satellite
dishes properly is almost mandatory.
This equipment represents a considerable capital investment.
CORE COMPETENCIES
In addition to the test gear required to
service the various equipment encountered in today's broadcast station, the
knowledge and experience
to use and interpret the
results competently are key.
Vacuum tube and transistor technology is barely
mentioned in today's electronics technology curriculum, yet many stations still
use them on adaily basis.
IT is an important core
subject, and it is pertinent to
satellite receivers, modern
transmitters, audio consoles
and distribution systems,
telephone systems — in general, it affects most employees in a broadcast facility.
We depend on the Internet
for news, audio transport,
traffic logs, EAS, email and
facility control. It is essential to daily operations.
Some engineers also
have experience in spe-
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Tester used to evaluate copper and
fiber optic cables
cialty disciplines. These include, but
are not limited to, digital studio design
and maintenance, transmitter maintenance and repair, remote broadcast
facilitation, audio/PA system setup and
equipment rentals, multi-user tower site
management. analog audio equipment
and the various facets of information
technology and network operation.
SUPPLEMENT YOUR SALARY
Diversifying your expertise can provide sources of additional income. You
might negotiate arate with state broadcasters associations to provide annual
FCC required emissions measurements
for AM stations and for FMs with recently changed facilities. This assumes that
the engineer owns or rents a spectrum
(continued on page 34)
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CONTRACT
(continued from page 32)
analyzer with appropriate specifications.
You can develop income by performing due diligence inspections; conducting equipment inventory for owners;
managing tenants on station-owned towers; and renting out and installing remote
broadcast equipment.
Contract engineers also can explore
possibilities outside their normal realm
of broadcast facilities.
Some possibilities include audio/video
equipment rental and setup for presentations at company meetings; equipment
breakdown and inventory for repossession companies; telephone installation,
setup and maintenance; and PA rental and
setup for carnivals and fairs. Professional
sound/video installation for commercial
and private venues, houses of worship

Power level display shown on spectrum analyzer

Spectrum display of LNB output at satellite dish

Spectrum analyzer display of amplitude modulated carrier at 1490 kHz
and small arenas such as skating rinks are
non-traditional sources of revenue.
In broadcast work, noncommercial
stations, such as those at educational
institutions, usually have simpler needs

such operations can benefit from the
experience of abroadcast engineer who
is familiar with ergonomic studio setup,
audio storage and processing.
Once you've crossed that bridge, the
advice of an attorney and/or CPA is most
valuable. If you incorporate, should you
do so as an LLC or LLP? And what
type(s) and amounts of insurance should
you carry? Offering services to the general public may require state licensure
and/or registration with your state tax
collection agency. These are questions
where getting professional advice is
essential.
A contract engineer should not limit
his or her practice but diversify, to take
advantage of all available opportunities
to maximize income.
Tom Osenkowsky is aradio engineering consultant in Brookfield, Conn.,
and alongtime RW contributor. He has

and are diligent about paying invoices.
Depending on your skills and experience, you may be able to integrate as a
part-timer in their A/V or IT department.
Internet stations require technically

skilled professionals, particularly in
the IT space. At most, these streamers
typically use audio mixer and playback equipment, like a turntable, CD
player and microphone. Nonetheless,

been in the radio broadcast industry
since 1975.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com with Letter
to the Editor in the subject field.

RAM SYSTEMS LLC

Equipment Sales
800 779 7575

Custom Furniture
wvvvv.ramsystemsonline.com
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Resource for Business, Programming and Sales

They Help You Outsource Local News
Virtual News Center was founded in 2005
by anews anchor/Internet entrepreneur

IPROGRAMMING
BY KEN DEUTSCH

entrepreneur who owned Web hosting and design businesses. Virtual
News Center is his fifth startup, "the
one that's developed the most staying
power," he said.

It's not unusual for broadcasters to
rely on outside suppliers for talk shows,
voice-tracked announcers, format consultation and even contests. But if the
bedrock of agood radio property is its
local news, weather and sports, as many
argue, how could anyone outsource
these services?
"Even ten years ago it would have
been difficult," said Scott Roberts, 49,
founder and executive vice president
of technology for Virtual News Center,
a company that provides exactly these
features on acustomized basis for some
200 stations in 150 U.S. markets.
"It's partly due to the wide availability of broadband Internet," he said. "We
can easily have content redistributed in
MP3 format via file transfer protocol,
and we can deliver it in near-live time.
We provide traffic in some markets,
and it's sent to the station two minutes
before it airs."
Roberts started in radio as a highschool sophomore in Pratt, Kan., playing spot inserts for Kansas City Royals
baseball broadcasts. He has been aradio
operations manager; a broadcast journalist; an emergency medical services
dispatcher and EMT; and an Internet

dened staffer, including benefits," said
Roberts.
Said Jeff Singer, operations manager
for KVOT(AM), DMC Broadcasting in
Taos, N.M., "With downsizing, everybody is trying to find away not to hurt
the station or the listener. We found that
Virtual News Center fills a major hole
for us."

RADIOVVORLD
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dent of business development and afouryear veteran of Virtual News Center.
"If there is a breaking story, we
have a couple of avenues:' he said.
"Obviously, we are as good as the
local people want us to be. So if they
see there's abig story, they pick up the
phone, text or email us, and we jump on
it. In some cases, we can put ascanner
in the market and feed that information
back to us. That would be an added
service for the station, monitoring the

One of Virtual News Center's freelancers, Dave Alpert, sits

Dave McBride's " Radio Boynton" in Boynton Beach, Fla., has

at his home studio.

an effective bare- bones setup.

Stations can obtain their choice of
anchor voices, and anything from three
localized newscasts a day to hourly
reports around the clock, and this service can cost between $500 and $5,000
a month, depending on the quantity
of material.
"Generally, we are about one-third
to one-half the cost of a fully-bur-

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISEMENT

Audio-Technica System 10 2.4 GHz Digital
Portable Wireless Microphone System

The company bills in excess of half
a million dollars annually but is itself
decentralized. Roberts is in Wichita,
Kan.; news director/partner Jen Austin
resides in Dallas; and another partner,
Joel Dearing, is based in Indianapolis. If
aclient station requests that its news be
delivered in Spanish, agroup of talent in
the Dallas area can handle that.
So how can news be localized for a
specific market while the people preparing and delivering it may be thousands of miles away?
Dearing, 58, is executive vice presi-

scanner during certain hours. We don't
handle international news, and national
news is on avery limited basis. What we
cover by various means is the local content, the fires, the county government,
the school board; and we dig for it."
FEET ON THE GROUND
"When selling new stations we
get one question over and over," said
Roberts. ' How do we handle something
like city council?'
"There are two answers, the first
of which is you keep local feet on the

ONE PLUS US

As the latest addition to Audio-Technica's
System 10 line, this compact, digital wireless microphone system is ideally suited to
capture audio on the go. Featuring aselectable (balanced or unbalanced) output jack
with level control, the receiver's small size
allows it to attach directly to aDSLR
camera, iDevice, portable recorder or
other device, while the headphone
output allows for easy monitoring. The
receiver pairs with up to eight transmitters, and
is available in lavalier (ATW-1701/L) and handheld (ATW-1702) mic
configurations that provide high-fidelity audio in any environment.

www.audio-technica.com
pro@atus.com •

330 686 2600

Roberts feels customers get the best results by combining their resources
with Virtual News Center's service, in an arrangement called " One Plus Us."
He provided the example of KIRX(AM) in Kirksville, Mo.:
"We're part of the news flow of the market, receiving all the email and
faxes that come into the newsroom. Among them are the detailed meeting
notes for the city council meeting. We do preview stories from those handouts, just like aperson in the market would.
"KIRX sends apart-timer or an intern to the meeting, and they'll grab a
community member, the city manager or acouncil person in the hall after the
meeting and do aquick interview. Often, they will edit the audio and write a
story around it; this gives atraining opportunity where we can guide them to
better storytelling skills. Then our anchors use the followup story and audio
clips the morning after the meeting.
"It's the same cycle the story would have taken with an in-house news
person, only streamlined in away that lets each part of the process play to its
strengths."
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street, like asales person, an intern or a
part-timer, who gets the audio and ships
it back to us. The second answer is we
can do next-day coverage by calling in.
If you want it first thing in the morning,
the legitimate way to cover that is to
have abody there. We call this solution
`One Plus Us.' It's a way stations can
keep its mic flag in people's faces and
increase the quality and consistency of
the newscast" (see sidebar at left).
FREELANCE FLEXIBIUIY
Virtual News Center relies on a
growing network of freelancers. Currently, the company uses 28 anchors and
three people dedicated to gathering and
reporting news. While this offers flexibility to its part-time employees, it also
presents some challenges.
"If we bring the right people in the
door, then things go really well," said
Roberts. "But who doesn't occasionally
make a mistake in hiring? The depth
of our bench allows us to very quickly
make achange as needed."
And how does management keep in
touch with the far-flung voices and news
gatherers?
"A virtual environment is much different from face-to-face," he said. "You
don't have an opportunity for water
cooler chats. You don't get to have that
quick 'all-hands' meeting. We are deal-

you look at the workflow on abar graph
of adollar, the gathering and writing are
the most expensive. Voicing news is a
smaller percentage."
Don Murley is an anchor who spends
between three and four hours a day
creating newscasts for stations in 12
markets.
"Virtual News Center has given me
the opportunity to utilize my radio
skills as an announcer, writer, editor
and producer, and keep in touch with
the `business,' without going into aradio
station every day," he said. "Ifind it best
to work with multiple monitors because
you need to have several programs open
at one time."
Virtual News Center offers a menu
of services including Web-only content,
Web plus broadcast or even written
newscasts that can be delivered by local
station voice talent. The company uses
proprietary software created by Roberts
that enables easy two-way communication with its clients.
"We try to be apartner with the station in getting things done the way they
want them done," said Roberts. "The
most successful stations are those that
treat us like we're in the building. It's
not `set it and forget it."
In an age of voicetracking, many in
radio view the use of distant talent as

Don Murley's home studio in rural Pennsylvania rivals those of many radio stations, including an interview area and seven video/audio production computers.
ing with people in multiple time zones
that have other jobs. We sometimes
use video conferencimg and recorded
presentations for them. But it's really
vital that they understand the difference
between being an independent freelancer and a full-time employee. We
want our people never to think in terms
of ' that's not my job.' That's a mean-

ilogless phrase to us. We want our freelance talent to have an entrepreneurial
spirit.
"Our people are paid by the number
of minutes of finished material they
produce," he said. "And our typical
anchor works about two to three hours a
day. We like to have our talent working
for the same stations week after week. If

(continued on page 39)
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Our Free FB Ride Is (Nearly) Over
Stations may need to reevaluate the costs
and benefits of organic reach in 2015

PROMO

fan base.
But you may have to admit that it's a
bit unusual in the media world to offer
free access to consumers. Even nonprofit, public radio and television expect companies to cough
Published on
up the cash to underwrite shows.
So why do we feel bad about
Facebook asking us to pay to
reach their audience? Perhaps
it's that we are media people
ourselves and didn't see it coming.
It is also only natural for
us to feel like our audience on
Facebook is "ours." We begged,
cajoled, rewarded and sometimes even spent money with
Facebook in the mad rush to
obtain "likes" from our listeners.
How many thousands of times
have you encouraged listeners
on the air to join your Facebook
Courtesy Social@Ogilvy
page? In fact, we justified the

The Internet is supposed to be
free, right? Wrong. This naïve thinkAverage Organic Reach of Content
ing has been around since dial-up
Brand Facebook Pages
modems.
The latest incarnation to surface
involves Facebook actually having the nerve to charge companies
for advertising! Imagine that ... one
of the world's largest digital asset
wants to be compensated by companies that have been using it for free to
sell products and services.
row
In case you haven't heard.
Facebook hero-to-zero is coming fast.
If your station and its personalities have been posting regularly on
Facebook, you have certainly noticed
that your organic reach has been consistently dropping since 2012.
If you're not already doing so,
newsfeeds. This has enabled our industry
please look at your totally free Facebook
to drive listening and attendance at our
Insights. Your Facebook audience has
events and to showcase our content.
been getting smaller, but it may still be
worth the effort because, depending on
PAY- FOR- PLAY
your fan base, you could still reach hunBut here are the sad facts of life that
dreds or even thousands of people with
companies are beginning to learn from
every single post.
Facebook: Reach via Facebook will soon
Those days are nearly done. Don't
be zero unless you start paying for it.
know what Imean? Let's, as our prez
That's right, social media fans — I
says, "be clear."
said zip, nada, nothing. This could hapFacebook defines organic reach as
pen as soon as the end of 2014.
"the total number of unique people who
Feel free to whine about the fact that
were shown your post through unpaid
distribution." In other words, you post a
Facebook sold you abill of goods when
they pushed you toward building your
message and tons of people see it in their
Awy.
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juice we offered on-air by bragging about
how many "likes" we obtained from our
broadcast audience.
We feel as if we own those people, but
of course, we don't. The terms of service
make that clear to anyone who can stay
awake long enough to read it.

MAKE IT COUNT
What's a broadcast outlet to do? If
we truly believe Facebook is an effective tool to generate tune-in and activate
promotions, events and contests, we have
to put aline item in our 2015 budgets to
purchase paid, guaranteed reach. Then

POWER
Mark Lapidus
we have to spend some serious time on
the creative we put in the posts to be sure
it's effective every time.
In the meantime, check Facebook
Insights weekly to better understand your
organic reach. You may be cool with continuing life as usual for awhile. However,
as you watch your organic reach tumble,
you will no doubt reach apoint when you
realize that it's a waste of time to post
anything you aren't willing to advertise
on Facebook.
Is it time to invest more time in
Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Google
Plus, YouTube and others? Sure, if you
have the proper resources (people, content, money), you may reprioritize your
efforts. It is possible though that using
paid reach on Facebook will ultimately
be cheaper. You've gotta do the math and
not let your feelings about having to pay
Facebook get in the way.
Also, before chasing anew tactic for
"free" media reach, just remember that
every one of these social media companies must generate profit to stay in
business. What's free today will, at some
time, require you to open your wallet in
the future.
In social media, the all-you-can-eat
free buffet line is slowly — but most
assuredly — ready to put you on apayfor-play diet.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media and a longtime contributor.
Email mark lapiduseverizon.net.
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equipment. The CAP-DEC1 is CAP 1.2 compliant
and requires only one unit of rack space. Trust
the experts with over 35+ years experience in
the emergency alerting industry to help you
meet your broadcasting needs. Visit our website
or contact us today for more information about
the Gorman- Redlich CAP-DEC1. We continue to
support equipment we made 35 years ago.
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Signal Samplers

Compatible with any existing EAS encoder/decoder made
by any manufacturer. Will drive multiple EAS units.

— Five (5) USB and RS232 ports
for peripherals

Meters

Powerful 1.6GHz dual core processor and 1GB of memory

— Automatic clock synchronization via NIP servers

Built-in text-to-speech conversion functionality

— Software can be updated via LAN or USB

FAST Gigabit network capability with built in firewall for
security

— Print alert reports to USB or network printer

Accessories
Low Pass Filters
Power Sensors
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The CAP-DEC1, Gorman- Redlich is a standalone CAP-to-EAS converter for use with your
existing emergency alerting equipment. This
cost-effective device allows broadcasters to
easily meet Common Alerting Protocol (CAP)
compliance requirements mandated by the FCC
without requiring the purchase of an additional
encoder/decoder system or other costly

Custom OEM

Coaxial Dynamics (aCOI Iminstrles, Inc. Company)
61100 Lake Abram lkive • Middleburg His, Off 44130
Phone: 440-243-1100 Toll Free: 1100-COAXIAL Fax: 440-243-1101

sales@coaxial.com • www.coaxial.com

Options to print, store or email logs via built-in email server
Nearly limitless storage capacity for logs and audio
messages

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.
www.gorman-redlich.com

— Polling 3URUs currently with room for future expansion
— FEMA independent lab affirms CAP 1.2 compliance
— Printer no longer required for EAS log

257 W. Union Street, Athens. OH 45
Phone: 740-593-31
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OUTSOURCING

Where the person reporting the news happens to be is much less important to them

(continued from page 37)

THE GEAR

than the content of that newscast."

counter to true localism; so the outsourc-

Virtual News Center (
www.virtualnews-

ing of news as practiced by Virtual News

centercom) is also available on a barter

Center might seem even less local.

basis in some markets.

"This is an objection that's been raised
since we started doing this

in 2005,"

Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com.

Virtual News Center founder Scott Roberts often is asked by freelancers
what kind of gear they'll need. He provides these recommendations:
MINIMUM EQUIPMENT:
•PC ( desktop or laptop) running Windows 7or later, anything built in

Roberts wrote in afollowup email to Radio

Ken Deutsch is a seasoned broadcaster.

World. "We've done some informal survey-

He says that unfortunately his season was

Cost $ 169 ( example: Professional Dell 745). Monitor is extra.

ing on this topic, and our panelists have

when paisley ties were popular. He has

•Microphone. $ 49 ( example: Blue Microphones Snowball ¡ CE

returned the same response consistently:

written for Radio World since 1985.

the last four years is more than enough, 4 GB RAM recommended.

Condenser Microphone, cardioid) Of course, some way to get the
audio into the computer is needed, too. If one doesn't have a USB
mic or a mixer, there are a number of USB interfaces that will work.
Irecord into a Marantz PMD660 when Itravel and have a USB mixer
at home.
•Audio editing software. Audacity is free; there are several higher- cost
options
RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT:
•PC $ 169
•Monitor: $ 129 ( Example: Asus VS228H-P 22- Inch Full- HD 5ms LED- Lit
LCD Monitor)
•Studio microphone ( several of our people use EV RE2Os and the like;
Iget great results with a $ 100 Sterling ST- 51)
•Mixer: $ 105 ( Example: Alesis MultiMix 4 USB FX 4- Channel Mixer
with Effects Plus USB Audio Interface)
•Boom: $ 35 ( Example: Neewer Broadcast Studio Microphone
Suspension Boom Scissor Arm Stand with Shock Mount and XLR
Male-to- Female Cable)
•Shock Mount: $ 16 ( Example: Black Universal Microphone Shock
Mount for Large- Diameter Condenser Mic Metal)
He adds: " Software- wise, we have a proprietary copy management
system, which Iwrote. Iinstall that remotely for our freelancers during the setup phase. We recommend using Website-Watcher (
http:II

Virtual News Center's News Dashboard software records a newscast for WENG(AM),

aignes.com) to monitor Internet sources. It costs $ 50, but will save at

Englewood, Fla. The software manages written copy and audio clips for each of the

least that per month in time spent checking for updates on websites.

company's markets; it includes editors for news stories and newscasts, and aprompter

We also recommend using a browser other than Internet Explorer, and

module to allow newscasts to be recorded as- live. It handles FTP upload and sharing

at this point, we are a PC- only shop. Mac users have to run Windows via

among anchors and reporters.

Parallels, Bootcamp or the like in order to work with our software."

PRODUCTS & SERVICES SHOWCASE
JTM

Rack Mount UPS's 1500VA-2200VA
w/AVR & Optelatorll $736.95—$811.95
Remote dry contact Monitoring is available
for $250.00 more for the Rackmount UPS.

$386.95 ea.

Fiber Optic Modem Protection
Lightning Protection that keeps on oorking:
liber optic protection impervious to Lightning.
It is now arecognized name brand in the RE Industry.
For more technical information call toll tree 888-471-1038.
Ph: 727-823-6100, Fax: 727-823-6044.
For pricing and sales call: Broadcast General Store.
Broadcastworks, Broadcast Richardson, RF Specialists, CrouseKimzey, S.C.M.S.. or your local distributor.
See our web page: www.optieshield.com It is for real!

The Ultimate Lightning Protection!
Return for Repairs average cost between $96.60 to $ 135.40

How to get the best
out of crowded sites? :
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Android for Newsies? There Are Apps for That
Wherein the Warrior looks beyond iOS devices when stuffing his kit

I

RADIO ROAD
WARRIOR
Columns are archived at radioworld.com

BY PAUL KAMINSKI
One of the trends in the way radio
news is produced, edited and transmitted involves the Apple operating
system ( i0S) and its associated devices
(iPads, ¡ Phones, etc.). For example, Jeff
Gilbert of WWJ(AM) Detroit and CBS
News, Radio produced his coverage of
the 2014 North American International
Auto Show with an iPad.
There are so many hardware and
software goodies for newsies that it
seems iOS devices are the only such
devices that can be adapted to radio
news work. Not so fast.
Android devices have enough power
to edit and transmit audio, especially
those with the 2GHz processors, like the
Google Nexus tablet, and devices such
as the Samsung Galaxy S4 smartphone.
Ihave both and have experimented with
some apps and audio inputs to customize those devices for what Ido in semiretirement (one never quite retires as a
newsman).

GO

World, Feb. 1, 2012)
If you want to lighten the load, Dayton
Audio's iMM6 ( Fig. 2) gives you ameasurement-grade omnidirectional microphone ( 18 Hz-20 kHz) and a standard
mini stereo headset jack (picture Fig.2).
Due to its design, the iMM-6 adapter can
act as amie stand if the reporter has to
mie atable without amult box (however,
that means the headphone jack acts as
the stand for the phone, and can't be
used.) The iMM-6 can be found at Parts
Express (
www.parts-express.com), part
number 390-810, for well under $20.
Some cautionary notes: Not all tablets
have combined microphone and headphone jacks like the one on the typical cellphone or smartphone. Like the
number of tablets available, each seems
to have a different way to get sound in
and out of the tablet. Although most
smartphones are wired for the four-pole
tip-ring-ring-sleeve (TRRS) convention,
some, like the Motorola Droid line, are
not. The kV Connection (
www.kvconnection.com) website is agreat resource for
finding out which jack will fit what phone.
My Google Nexus 7 FHD (made by
Asus) only has a 3.5 mm TRS stereo
headphone jack and relies, like asmartphone, on abuilt-in electret microphone
for abasic audio input, which will work
OK with a set of 3.5 mm stereo headphones, for live shots and two-ways.
If the task calls

There are different ways to input and
process audio with an Android device,
like the KV Adapters XLR
female and 3.5 TRS
jack ( Fig. 1) I featured
in apast column ( Radio
Fig. 2: Dayton
Audio's ¡ MM- 6 is
actually amicrophone
and headset jack.

have ads, and the resulting links. The
paid version dispenses with those links.
And the support is much better than
might be expected.
What is nice about the Android Play
Store, is that when you buy an app for,
let's say your smartphone, the app will
show up as one of your apps on any

for more critical recording and editing
of audio, here's the workaround on the
Nexus.
Idownloaded two linked programs
from the Play Store, USB Audio
Recorder Pro ( Fig. 3) and the Audio

Fig. 3: USB Audio Recorder Screenshot
Audio Evolution Mobile 3 0 6- Untitled _ 000 Iprj
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Fig. 4: Audio Evolution Screenshot

Fig. 1: KV Adapters
XLR-3.5 TRS Adapter

Evolution (Fig. 4) multitrack audio editing program. The USB Audio Recorder
program has a proprietary driver that
will bypass the onboard microphone and headset jack, and
interface an outboard USB
audio device ( like the MXL
USB Mie Mate Pro [Fig. 5]) to
which amicrophone and headphones can be connected. This
driver will only work with USB
Audio Recorder Pro. Both of these programs are available in ad-free versions
for under $20 for the pair. There are free
versions of these apps, but free versions

related Android device and you can
install that usually with no additional
fee. So the Audio Evolution program
now resides on my Android phone as
well as the tablet.
Some tips here: With most of these
devices, make sure the headphone jack
contacts the input jack securely, almost
to the point of ahard push into the socket. When connecting any USB device
to atablet or other host-enabled device
which will recognize aUSB connection,
look for acable that is plainly marked
OTG (on the go) ( Fig. 6). The shorter,
the better.

September 10,2014
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Fig. 6: An OTG — On the Go Cable

Android smartphones interface with

Fig. 5: Google Nexus with MXL
USB Mic Mate Pro

G.722 codecs. Also called HD Voice,
it's an international standard that will
pass audio 50 Hz-7 kHz. And newer
versions of the Android OS have the
capability in some apps to process audio

MIS

For news people who may be in an
unfamiliar area but need to get up to
speed on local situations quickly, the
Scanner Radio Pro app ($2.99) has
streaming links to many public safety scanners, some National Weather
Service radio stations and even the
occasional amateur radio repeater.

CAUTION
Another caution: Some tablets like
my Nexus 7FHD are only Wi-Fi; therefore, when using those units, reporters
need to look for ahot-spot or infrastructure Wi-Fi connection unless it can be
tethered it to asmartphone with adata
plan. If traveling with such a tablet,

make sure the smartphone data connection is protected with the proper security precautions ( like WPS connection,
etc.), If the smartphone has sufficient
memory, it too can be used to process
and edit audio. As for memory, if your
tablet is limited in memory to onboard
RAM like my Nexus 7, use the OTG
cable and plug in a properly formatted
USB drive. For those using smartphones
and tablets with a micro SD card slot,
my advice is to find and use amicro SD
card of at least 16 GB; 32 GB is much
better; 64 GB is about the max. Itell you
this from painful experience.
Some paid apps like Luci Live Lite
(www.luci.eu) will help tablets and

with a16-bit/48 kHz sampling rate.
There are other apps available from
the Play Store (some of which are free)
that will make a connection using a
G.722 codec. One such is CSipSimple,
which is suggested by Comrex as an
interface with its Access IP codec.
Tieline has apps that will help devices interface with its equipment as well.
Whichever app from the Play Store
you choose to act as a virtual codec,
make sure your operations people, engineers and IT are onboard with your
choice so they can make sure the software is compatible and safe and that
proper precautions are taken to protect
the integrity of the facility's system.
The release and use of Android applications is amoving target; frequent visits
to the Play Store for updates and to see

what is available will help you. You will
also be doing alot of what Icall "menu
diving" to optimize the programs and
hardware to work efficiently. The time
you spend doing this, and getting familiar, will allow you to do things more
quickly under conditions which dictate
that you do.
You could be able to reduce the
amount of gear you carry into the field
by using Android OS tablets and smartphones; you might use those Android
pieces as off-duty backup, or you may
use them to complement the standalone gear you already use to record
news sound. The extra capability could
spell the difference between getting that
memorable bit of sound and explaining to the assignment desk why you
couldn't.
Radio Road Warrior Paul Kaminski,
CBT, is host of msrpk.com's "RadioRoad-Test" program. He is amember of
SBE Chapter Iand an occasional contributor for CBS News, Radio. Follow
him on Twitter emsrpk_com.

15 +
Radio Stations and growing
VV()

itomation tor Radio

Centralized content creation
Centralized playlist creation and editing
Multi- market voice tracking with multi- station and multicasting capabilities
Seamless integration with WO Traffic for live log editing

WIDEORBIT
DKIVINC, THE bU5INESS UF

AUVER1 IbING

Enhanced integration with MusicMaster
Remote management

To learn more or schedule ademo, go to: www.wideorbit.com/1250plus

Questions? Contact: Jim Hammond - Director of Sales, Radio Automation IOffice: +1.214.451.4070 IMobile: +1.469.744.1350 Ijhammond@wideorbit.com
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BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE

Submit your listings to: minderriden@nbmedia.com

WANT TO SELL

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

Radio broadcasts of Major
League Baseball, NFL, and
some college football games
that are on cassette tapes,
approx 100 to 125 games, time
period of entire collection os
from the 1950's — 1970's, BO.
Must purchase entire collection.
Contact Ron, 925-284-5428 or
ronwtamm@yahoo.com

CONSULTANTS
OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hemline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AMIFM/NCE Applications

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning

•Pre Purchase Inspections • Intermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220

WANT TO BUY

Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First
u,
Toullm-Fbreeer
N

888-965-2000
ANTENNAS/

TOWERS/CABLES
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs
Standard & Custom Wording
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
E-mail us for afree PD!' catalog
610-468-8418 vAwr.entennelD.com

AM LOOPS
FOR EAS RECEIVERS
FEMA RECOMMENDED
www.PixelSatRadio.com
(303) 526-1965

the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
later as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music,
does voice tracking (ALWAYS
hit the vocal), create a shell,
live assist, exact time events,
join satellite feeds, automated
temperature announce, do unattended remote events and more.
Call (406) 679-0527 or email
krws@digitaldevelopment.net
for acopy today.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO SELL
1934 RCA 77A double ribbon
microphone, originally used
by Arthur Godfrey at WFBR
Baltimore. 100% perfect condition. Contact Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
MISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO SELL
300' 1-5/8" foam coax, S600
432-559-1738.
AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix
LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST - 214 7387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Elcom,

Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:
CGoodrich@tconl.com

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
or ilg821@aol.com.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service
broadcast and recording gear,
amplifiers, processing, radio or
mixing consoles, microphones,
etc. Large lots preferred. Pickup
or shipping can be discussed.
443-854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.

E
mail: infoeowleng.com

Fax 165117ST-7341
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I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
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" Member AFCCF"

GRAMM 15XOCtilli
BROADCAST Tcieacsc CONSLITANITS
Full Service Front Allocation Ili
()iteration ANVFNI
Field WorkiAnten. anal
I
k.stgn
Orer 45 years engineering
and entreating eAperience

For more
information, ask

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

Michele at 212-378-0400 x523
or mindenieden@nbmedia.com

www.grahambrock.com

WORLD

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

cation I. ' em,"11.n.

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

o ft
Software for yourPC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

•Radio and teleVisi011
Coverilse predictions, upgrade

studies. and facility design
•FTC applicatii in preparation
•Contact Clarence M. Beverage

or Laura M. Mizrahi

-Communications
Technologies, Inc.
Rid, 1-

,,uency'B ,00dcoo

Tel ( 856) 985-00 — '
wv, . comintechrf.com

Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

RECEIVERS/

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

TRANSCEIVERS

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

Free sample SCA decoder.
417-881-1846.

WANT TO SELL
FROM STOCK

WM.

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

RECORDING &

FROM STOCK

PLAYBACK HARDWARE

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
,

e

.

.4

I

it, H211

keal. ` into K
Iih

TUNWALL RADIO
SWITCH AND TRANSMITTER CONTROLLERS

WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719684-6010.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-684-6010.

Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco

STATIONS

STOP

WANT TO SELL

AM RADIO INTERFERENCE
with aplug-in modem/telephone RF filter from:

AM/FM/MULTI-SWITCH AND CUSTOM DESIGNS
330.995.9642

www.tunwallradio.com

Wilmington, NC 1 kW AM
on FM Translator. $ 130,000
with owner financing. 954292-0537.

KY Filter Company
TAX DEDUCTIBLE

3010 Grinnel Place

EQUIPMENT

Davis, CA 95618
(530) 757-6873

WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY- DJ, is a
Linux based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule

•AM Directional Arrav Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments

1>oug Vernier

www.ky-filters.com
Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Band radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
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Rebuilt Power Tubes 1/2 the cost of New!

CONC
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Tel: 800-532-6626 Web: www.econco.com
Intl + 1-530-662-7553 Fax: + 1-530-666-7760
TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

e
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
2008
2000
2000
1995
1999
2006
2002
1988
1989
2008
1996
1994
1988
1990

BE FM100C
BE FM 500C
Harris Z3 5C0. solid-state
Harris HT5CD
Harris Z5CD, solid-state
Harris Z5, solid-state, unused
Harris Z7.5CD. solid-state. SPH
BE FM10A
BE FM2OB
Continental 816HD w/Flexstar/Exporter
Harris HT25CD
Continental 816R-4B, SS IPA
Harris FM3OK
BE FM35B

WANT TO SELL
5KW Collins/IA tM transmitter, $ 2000. 432-'559-1738.

I
ezE

RF

RF PARTS CO.
Se Habla Espanol

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR. SVETLANA
New & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

Used FM Transmitters
100 W
500 W
3.5 KW
5KW
5KW
5KW
7.5 KW
10 KW
20 KW
25 KW
25 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW
35 KW

TUBES

Motorola • Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors
amgroundsystems.com

866-22RADIO

00-737-2787

760-744-0700

eb_ettorde.5

HARRIS

Used AM Transmitters

crown BrORDCRST

Please see our website or contact us for current listing
Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauipment
BE FC30, SCA Generator
Bird Model 8936, 10 kW air-cooled RF Load
Harris N + 1Controller
Harris THE- 1, FM exciter
Marti ME 40. FM exciter
MCI 4Port 1-5/8" Coaxial Switch
Sola Constant Voltage Transformer # 23-23-230-8

nautei

TV Transmitters- Analoa and Diaital
Used FLO TV Transmitters••Axcera
• • Rohde & Schwarz' • Harris Masiva

uying Or Sell'
Used Equipment?

New TV Transmitters- Analo.g and Digital
OMB. Rohde & Schwarz and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV STL

800-441-8454 • 21 5-938-7304 • FAX

+1215 938 7361

www.fmarntv.corn • E-mail: transcom@fmamtv.com

OuTe
the right place

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Siccessful
Broadcasters Shce 1934

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

ZIOICDWORLD

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMEN - PARTS
Worldwide Availability
Made in U.S.A.
POSITIONS WANTED
Are you asmall market station needing agood
nuts & bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? I
will make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available for Full/Part-time/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 909-446-6820, mitchell ra koff@yahoo.com.
Experiened radio station manager seeks new
management opportunity. More than 39 years
experience in radio. Willing to relocate. Familyfriendly format(s) preferred. Send details about your
management opening to: radiogm@hotmail.com.
Polished, charismatic & driven broadcast professional w/advanced VO talent, 2years experience
production & hosting duties of an on-air music show.
Erika, 202-460-9539 or alphabetts11@gmail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing
writer/talk show host Adam Amick is available

for shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out
www.bleacherreport.com for samples. Call 214-3845812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.
On-airNO/Production seeks a station or media
group to utilize talents. Solid communication/
broadcasting and writing capacities. Highly organized, flexible, dedicated and trustworthy. Thomas,
401-338-3395 or tm071067@gmail.com
Passionate music/broadcasting
Motivated
Professional. Mobile DJ experience, tech savvy,
productionNO, On-Air/programming, social media,
copywriting and adapts quickly. Justin, justinlockwood85@yahoo.com or 541-321-1130.
Passion for sports/broadcasting. Vast knowledge/
appreciation of sports, athletes, and what it takes to
stay in the game! Strong Utility Player. Tyler, 817219-4799 or tylermckenzie63@yahoo.com.

CALL 800-414-8823
Passionate Professional with great work ethics!
Notable and Sharp ProTools/Adobe audition/CoolEdit
and Producer skills. VocalistNVriter/Music Freelancer.
Well-rounded, fun, relatable and energetic. Eric, 214927-8842 or epik7000@yahoo.com.

Int'l (650) 846-2800
Fax (650) 846-3795
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
=

As a graduate dedicated to achieving success,
Iam seeking positions for announcer, copywriter,
AE, & MD. Being listener focused, Igive 100% in the
field of Broadcast Journalism. Jamie, 405-532-6506
or jreed11171986@gmail.com.
Broadcasting graduate seeking a position as
a voice over personality or al for a R&R or
AC station. Very strong voice & great personality
for on- air. Hard worker! Herbert, 405-819-5665 or
Herb.Man1974@yahoo.com.

=

r=
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FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on trarsmitting tubes &
sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent. at 402-493-1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com

awn.,
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Anderson: ICome in Peace
Broadcast activist explores the potential and pitfalls of HD Radio

IDIGITAL
BY JOHN ANDERSON

enthusiasm most broadcasters might have otherwise
had for HD Radio.
Here in the pages of

The writer is author of the recently
published book "Radio's Digital Dilemma: Broadcasting in the Twenty-First
Century."

Radio World, there has
been a relatively vibrant
discussion of digital radio
over the last two decades.
You can watch the tenor
of stories and commentaries evolve over time, from
dreamy optimism to anxious skepticism. Now the discourse is
horribly polarized: Those
who speak highly of HD

After spending several years assembling the definitive history of HD
Radio's development and proliferation,
I've learned some uncomfortable truths.
are all-in and consider
It is indeed true that the
its triumph inevitable.
system was developed priCritics of the technolmarily as a gambit to preogy seem to think it's the
serve the radio industry's
End of the World As We
perceived control over its
Know It — a conspiraown destiny. It is also true
cy of sorts designed to
that industry organizations
assimilate all broadcastand the FCC had to perform
Racho's Digital Dilemma
ers under one corporate
some substantial convolumothership. Supporters
tions, like actively redefining
John Nothon Anderyon
call critics "haters" and
what "channel" and " interfer"naysayers," while critence" mean, to accommodate
ics think supporters are
HD Radio on the public air"shills" or worse.
waves.
Meanwhile, in the quarThe FCC itself, wholly
ter-century since Project Acorn took
focused on the economics of policyroot, the very definition of what radio
making above all else, erroneously
itself is has been fundamentally transinterpreted the coalition of HD proformed, and there's a lot of collective
ponents — a group that controlled the
handwringing about what that means.
majority of industry revenue in critical
One thing is clear: HD Radio is not the
alliance with public broadcasters —
primary avenue by which broadcasting
as industry consensus. And iBiquity's
will make its digital transition.
business model, ripped straight from
By this point, you've probably
Microsoft's playbook, killed any natural

READER'SFORUM
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BUREAUCRATIC PROBLEMS
Amateur radio works in the aftermath
of an emergency precisely because it's so
decentralized (" Hams and Uncle Sam Grow
Closer," radioworld.com, July 21). I'm alittle concerned that closer cooperation with
government brings bureaucratic problems
to amateur radio.
For example, it takes days to clear debris from roads and to inspect bridges
so that large FEMA trucks can get into the disaster area. Local hams driving relatively lightweight passenger cars and light trucks, armed with local
knowledge and very flexible communications systems, can physically get
where needed and establish communication for health and welfare traffic.
Hams help most by helping survivors get in touch with family members when
normal means of communication are not working.
It would be ashame if the ham response was slowed down to the speed of
government.
George Bednekoff

labeled me an HD hater or
naysayer.
But you're wrong: I
love radio and have been
involved in broadcasting
since Iwas 15. That love
transcends your industry.
When it comes to HD
Radio, what Iam most concerned about is the malaise
that surrounds it, and how
that malaise actively interferes with radio's digital transition more
broadly.
Whether you are alover or hater, you
can't ignore the malaise, and nobody's
happy with the status quo.
In my book, Ihighlight three possible
avenues for change.
COMMIT TO MAKING HD RADIO "WORK"
The IBOC transmission system is
built on a series of compromises that
dramatically limits its attractiveness
and utility. The fact that it works at all
is asignificant accomplishment in and
of itself. Some of these compromises
might be rectified in HD's all-digital
mode — but even then, nobody expects
aquantum leap. Other compromises can
be wholly reversed today. For example,
iBiquity's business model is not aforce
of nature, and has strangled innovation.
Making HD Radio " work" could
mean many different things. It might
mean committing to an all-digital transition, because marketplace forces alone
are not working. It might mean reconfiguring the primary motive of HD to
prioritize meaningful functionality over
chimerical profitability. It might also
mean considering technological tweaks
to the system that exist outside of iBiquity's black box.
Regardless, any efforts in this direction must be built on open and transparent collaboration — the past practice
of closed-door testing and deliberation
among select industry and regulatory
players has produced bad science and
bad blood. If the hottest fire makes for
the strongest steel, then HD proponents
should embrace creative thinking and a
wider discourse. What is there to lose?
CONSIDER ALTERNATIVE DIGITAL
BROADCAST TECHNOLOGIES
In the FCC's ongoing AM revitalization initiative, a surprising number of
commenters suggested the agency consider Digital Radio Mondiale as adigital broadcast system alternative. DRM
faces many implementation challenges
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of its own, and does not offer ahybrid
mode. But it does provide aqualitative
improvement to analog broadcasting
that HD struggles with, and comes with
no silly licensing-baggage attached.
The stated position of the FCC is to
deny that HD alternatives even exist,
and HD proponents would perceive any
sharing of spectrum with another system as dangerous balkanization that
diminishes their investments. But this
is not the 1980s and AM stereo all over
again; interoperable digital radio transmitters and receiver chips exist. Countries in Europe that began their digital
radio transition with DAB but are now
moving to DAB+ have figured out the
retrofit process. Such a consideration
need not be the death knell of HD Radio
— it could be just the sort of competitive jolt the system needs.
PREPARE TO CEDE THE PUBLIC AIRWAVES
There's no guarantee that AM and
FM radio will exist indefinitely.
Just ask television broadcasters:
Today, the value of DTV spectrum as
a medium for something other than
broadcasting supersedes its legacy use,
which is why the FCC seeks to reclaim
wide swaths of it. This is not some radical notion from the ivory tower: in 2011,
NAB President/CEO Gordon Smith told
Radio World that while there was no
immediate similar threat to radio, "If
they can do it to your neighbor, they can
do it to you eventually."
New technologies and networks simply cannot replicate the intimacy, immediacy and reach of broadcasting; yet its
potential diminution has implications
that most futurologists, enamored with
the new, haven't fully grasped. Better
to control that evolution than to suffer it
because of bad strategic decisions made
along time ago.
I'm attending the Radio Show in
Indianapolis in hopes of having some
interesting conversations on the future
of radio and its digital transition. I'm not
interested in perpetuating the love/hate
dichotomy. Icome in peace. And I'm as
curious and concerned about the future
of radio as you are. Let's brainstorm.
Comment on this or any story. Email
radioworldenbmedia.com with "Letter
to the Editor" in the subject field.
John Anderson is the director of
broadcast journalism at Brooklyn
College, City University of New York.
His book "Radio's Digital Dilemma:
Broadcasting in the Twenty-First Century" is published by Routledge. Aformer radio journalist with both commercial and noncommercial experience,
he's been writing on issues of broadcast
policy and activism since 1997 at http://
diymedia.net.
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An Outsider's Perspective

in DRM are vertical (at right angles
to the horizon), which makes vertical
vehicle antennas omnidirectional. There
is one transmitter per broadcaster and is
capable of high-quality surround sound,
pictures, text, traffic data, etc.
DAB+ Channels 5A-10D as well as
11B makes 25 transmission channels
carrying up to 18 x64 kbps stereo sound
channels each. This is atotal of 460 programs, although some of those 64 kbps
streams may be used for advertising
pictures and traffic data instead. DAB+
Channels 5A- 10D would have to share
with television. The TV transmissions
have the antenna elements horizontal,
but DAB+ uses vertical antenna elements. The different polarizations allow
transmitters on the same frequency to
be closer together in distance without
causing interference. A pair of 50 kW
ERP DAB+ transmitters on the same
transmission channel must be separated
by at least 336 km (208 miles).
In both the above systems, the entire
signal is at the same power, and there are
no broadcast licence fees. The device
manufacturer pays the patent based on

How to solve the puzzle of radio's future in the United States

II COMMENTARY

Cell phone and Internet broadcasting
is on the rise; however for broadcasters, the price skyrockets as the number

BY ALAN HUGHES

of simultaneous listeners increases. It
would appear that relatively
few cell phones and tablets
contain an enabled radio
receiver; this is not the case

The author has published
technical articles on digital radio and lives in a city
served by DAB+ digital
broadcasting.
The United States can
solve the interference and
coverage problems in HD/
AM/FM using DRM+ in the
vacant analog TV Channels
2-6. This will mean all broadcasters can
be selected by name and not anumber.
An outsider can see that in the United
States there are 4,721 AM stations, which
share 117 medium-frequency ( MF)
channels.
AM is suffering from poor sound
quality with increasing noise from arcing sources and transformerless power
supplies. There is no domestic high-frequency (shortwave) broadcasting. There
are also 10,704 high-powered and 814
low-power FM stations, and this number
will soon rise to amaximum of 16,239
transmitters, as when AM broadcasters
can add an FM transmitter to areas of
poor coverage, all of which share the
100 available FM channels.
HD Radio in its FM/digital mode has
a 98.4 kbps main digital audio channel, which is sufficient for good quality audio, but its 20.2 kbps used for its
supplementary audio such as HD2 and
AM digital audio is poor for music.
EXISTING PROBLEMS
The digital coverage area is less
than for the AM and FM signals, with
the supplementary channels being even
smaller. This causes the receiver to
blend the main digital and analog signals when the reception is poor, and
when it becomes poorer still, the FM
stereo blends back to monophonic. HD2
channels just drop out under these conditions. Added to this, pre-emphasis
is required prior to FM transmission,
which means that the sharpness of loud
sounds is reduced in processing.
The digital component of the transmitted signal interferes with the adjacent channel either side of the main
channel. This causes interference, particularly bad in HD AM at night.
There are no "on-channel repeaters"
for HD Radio to fill pockets of poor
reception because they only work for
purely digital signals. FM translators
have to be used, and they transmit on a
different frequency than the main station.

DRM+ version shown in Fig. 1 can
carry a single 128 kbps high-quality
audio program, apair of 64 kbps music
programs or multiple talk programs
along with other data. It is configurable
by the broadcaster.
Digital Audio Broadcasting Plus can
carry up to 18 x64 kbps music programs.
It is also configurable as to what you
broadcast. In both systems all program
and data has the same coverage area.
DAB+ would have to share spectrum with digital television's Channels
7-13. DRM+ can use the vacated analog
TV Channels 2-6. The FCC will need
to investigate if 47-50 MHz is being
actively used, and finally once pure
digital radio is well established, it can
release the FM band to DRM+.
DRM+ would occupy a "greenfield"
piece of the spectrum. Each channel
is 100 kHz wide, which is aquarter of
that occupied by an HD Radio signal

outside the United States.
The U.S. has only 39 lowpowered DTV transmitters
in Band 1 (Channels 2-6)
and 426 in Band 3 (Channels
7-13).
THE SOLUTION
The current problems of comparatively small digital coverage areas,
interference, poor sound and overcrowding are solved by using pure digital
transmission system(s), where they are
surrounded by similar digital signals of
approximately the same power and type.
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Fig. 1: Existing and potential spectrum available for broadcasting. Note top labels. DAB+/DRM listeners do not need to
remember frequencies or channel numbers, just the broadcasters' names.
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Fig. 2: The frequencies above use amplitude modulation (AM). DRM30 can replace
AM, giving clear, interference- free stereo sound even in the HF (shortwave) bands.
This means that the appropriate power
for the coverage area can be specified
by the FCC. Listeners will then receive
a perfect signal more often without a
reduction of coverage area.
Digital Radio Mondiale can operate
at any frequency below 108 MHz. The

on the FM band. The available data
rate, which is selectable by the broadcaster, is between 37.2-186.3 kbps. The
selected data rate will depend on the
transmitter power, the diameter of the
coverage area, the terrain and the number of on-channel repeaters. Antennas

device sales, e.g. royalties to Dolby for
the use of the HE AAC+ compression
system.
By comparison, the all-digital HD
Radio in the FM band has a data rate
of 24.8-99.3 kbps, but the secondary
channel is of lower power. All-digital
HD AM also requires the transmission
of a high-powered carrier which contains no information and increases the
transmitter's power costs. This does not
occur in DRM or DAB+. The compression system is secret, so asound quality
comparison, with Dolby's HE AAC+
has to be subjectively tested at arange
of data rates to see which sounds better.
HD Radio channels overlap each other,
whereas DRM+/DAB+ do not, which
allows an adjacent channel to carry
another program even in the same coverage area, even on the same antenna.
The dark blue frequencies would be
ideal for areas of low population den(continued on page 46)
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PURE DIGITAL
(continued from page 45)
sity, such as Alaska, Wyoming Montana, the
Dakotas, New Mexico, Idaho, Nebraska and
Nevada. Satellite and HF radio transmissions in Alaska are occasionally affected
by aurora borealis, which will cause digital
signals to breakup or be absent.
DRM30 can be used in the medium(AM) and high-frequency (SW) bands,
whereas HD Radio only works in the medium-frequency band.
There are 218 channels available in AM/
FM radio. There is a minimum of 298
DRM+ channels and 60 domestic HF channels available now. In addition there are 24
DAB+ channels available which will have to
be shared with TV.

" Wow, that was an

action-packed issue!
Radio World reminds
me why I'm in the
business that I
love.' 9
Robert E. Lee
Owner/President
Lee Media Works LIC
Abilene, Texas

The FCC immediately should create
. transmitter specification and nationwide multi- level grid with each level representing an effective radiating power of the
main transmitter and its channel frequency.
This grid can then be used to allocate frequencies, and powers with sufficient physical separation. FCC also needs to analyze
the feasibility of DAB+ using Channels
5A- 10D, 11D in large cities.

SAF356 single-chip receivers can now
demodulate DAB+, DRM HD Radio, FM
and AM in the medium-, high- and very
high-frequency ranges.
India now covers the whole of its population of 1.3 billion (over three times that
of the United States) with DRM30, and it
proposes to switch off AM radio by 2017.
Therefore, arange of radios will be available

<
Allow use of the new DRM/DAB+
J . channels to be without licence fees
until the AM/FM switch-off date.

in large quantities soon.
DAB+ is well established in Europe and
Australia and is spreading in Asia, where there

include music, speech, Journaline (news
text), weather, pictures to go with advertis-

are quite afew radios available at aprice little
more expensive than their AM counterparts.
Very few of these radios receive AM.
IMPLEMENTATION
Radio should copy the system used by the
United States for digital TV:
Select a switch off date. (Congress
. selected adate 10 years ahead; however it was delayed an extra three years due
to poor public awareness.)

The News Source for Radio Managers and Engineers

Our readers have something to say:
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The FCC should require all broadJ . casters to transmit the Alternate
Frequency Signalling by RDS for FM stations and Amplitude Modulation Signalling
System on AM stations to make new receivers automatically select the best signal from
that broadcaster regardless of the signal type
and frequency. This will also mean that all
of the additional program stream names will
appear in the list of program names on the
receiver.

1
Select astart date after which all new
L. devices must comply to the latest
ETSI standards at profile level 2as specified
by DAB+ and DRM, including 47-108 MHz
DRM+ reception. A device includes all radios capable of receiving broadcasts, including factory installed and after-market auto
radios; cell phones; tablets; home theater
amplifiers; and portable playing devices.
All devices will be able to respond to the
Emergency Warning system; display color
images, text and Electronic Program Guide;
and be able to select the best signal from that
broadcaster using the Alternate Frequency
Tables. Automotive receivers in addition will
be able to respond to traffic data. (Congress
set the TV start date two years prior to switchoff. On reflection this date should have been
halfway between switch-off and the decision
to switch to digital. This earlier date reduces
the need for subsidies to receiver purchasers
but yet allow enough time for broadcasters to
commence digital transmission.)

In conclusion, all broadcasters in agiven
license area should be given the same DRM+
channel width and the same transmission
power and antenna height, so they can
choose what they will broadcast. Options

ing, captioning for the hard of hearing and
extensive road traffic data, etc.
The adoption of DRM/DAB+ in the manner described above allows broadcasters to
control their transmission cost rather than
letting the telcos do it for them.
Comment on this or any story. Write to
radioworldenbmedia.com with "Letter to
the Editor" in the subject field.
Reach Alan Hughes at dtvdrbewestnet.
com.au.

FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION:
DRM Introduction and
Implementation Guide
http://www.drm.org/?page_ id.19
"Overview of the DAB+ System" by
Les Sabel for WorldDAB
http://bit ly/lrx./YxZ
"The Successful Implementation
of High- Performance Digital Radio
Receivers," Analog Devices, Vol. 47.1,
page 13
http://bit. ly/lpdCo9U
SiDRADIO, DRM radio construction
project, November 2013, Silicon Chip
magazine
http://bit. ly/lp7bbzL
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